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REDESIGN OF THE FESTRAETS STUDIO IN SINT-TRUIDEN / A CHURCH EXPERIENCE FOR THE VISUAL IMPAIRED
1 & 2. Studio Onecs 3 & 4. Studio Iefarg

WOODCUTTING EXHIBITION
5 & 6. Voorstel voor expo The Cutting Edge voor PXL Mad door Studio Onecs
-
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THEATRE SCENOGRAPHY
1. "Liefde op de Krim" poster by Studjea Myrks 2 & 3.. Set Design
-

LIEFDE OP DE KRIM VAN SLAWOMIR MROZEK
4. Kristien Ketelslegers 5. Jurymember Rose Werckx with students
6 & 7. Costume design
-
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Sławomir Mrożek (29 June 1930 – 15 August 2013)
was a Polish dramatist, writer and cartoonist. In 1963
Mrożek emigrated to Italy and France and then further
to Mexico. In 1996 he returned to Poland and settled in
Kraków. In 2008 he moved back to France.
Mrożek joined the Polish United Workers' Party during
the reign of Stalinism in the People's Republic of
Poland, and made a living as political journalist. He
began writing plays in the late 1950s. His theatrical
works belong to the genre of absurdist fiction, intended
to shock the audience with non-realistic elements, political and historic references, distortion, and parody.
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SHANA BAPTIST | Shana.baptist@hotmail.com, +32 472 86 84 94
DANTE’S INFERNO: A HELLISH JOURNEY THROUGH
THE SUBSTRATE OF C-MINE.

ELISA BAMMENS | elisabammens@hotmail.com, +32 471 19 92 66

In this project I want to reintroduce the world to the story
of Dante Alighieri, a medieval writer from Florence. By
means of an exhibition in the underground mines of

THE SPACE OF SILENCE

the inner part of the structure there is a transition passage,
which can be interpreted metaphorically as a mysterious

In creating a silence pavilion at the busy Carrefour de

search for silence. The nearer you get to the core of the

l' Europe in the heart of Brussels, the contrast with reality

pavilion, the more silent it becomes.

is enormous. The scenographic creation allows the visitor

The overall approach of the silence pavilion is a complex

to blend with the installation and to be absorbed by the

composition. It is divided into three themes that stimulate

immersive silence that it represents. As we are not used to

the visitor's senses. These themes are seeing, feeling and

being in silence, I want to raise a feeling of alienation and

(not) hearing. In this way the physical silence and the

disorientation by means of an artistically creative sceno-

inner silence are connected to each other.

graphy. But the primary objective of the silence pavilion

In the separate rooms, the visitor can discover the silence

is to have the visitor experience real silence in different

through several installations. The centre of the silence

ways. It offers a personal perception of silence but it also

pavilion consists of an anechoic chamber where complete

includes a collective dimension by interaction between

silence can be found. One by one, visitors can discover

visitors.

this anechoic chamber as the final part and the highlight

The round construction is a physical barrier between the

of the experience. The scenography of the pavilion

hectic reality of the outside world and the inner silence.

influences not only the visual aspect, but also the feeling

The design is a combination of art and astonishment. The

the visitor experiences. The spatial design, the use of

pavilion resembles a snail shell. Going from the outside to

shades, light, soft colours and the choice of material all

6

the C-mine I want to ensure a reliving of his novel the
Divine Comedy. This story is divided into three parts: hell,
purgatory and heaven. My exhibition will only deal with
the first part: hell. Dante's interpretation of hell consists
of nine circles, with Lucifer as the final destination. I let
the visitors experience this exhibition as if they’re going
to make this journey themselfs, they will become a part
of the exposition. The spectators will make a journey
through the underground tunnels that are adapted to
the sphere of the original story of Dante. Each space has
a different appearance that represents an abstraction of
a hell circle. My design refers to the medieval story but
then translated to a more contemporary atmosphere.
Throughout the exhibitions, the visitor will be
accompanied by an audio guide who will tell them small
parts of the original story along the way that will help
them to understand the exhibition.
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KAAT BLOEMEN | kaat.bloemen@hotmail.com, +32 472 50 70 24

THE SCENOGRAPHIC DISTORTION OF A SPACE THROUGH REFLECTION.
In an abandoned cooling tower located in Charleroi, I designed a scenography in the form of an exhibition where reflection
with light and sound is displayed. The exhibition is designed in a tower construction with individual rooms where different
artworks are exhibited. The Tower is covered by a shell designed from One-way mirror glass which makes the tower
disappear by the reflection of the interior of the cooling tower. On the other hand, the viewer can enjoy breathtaking
views on the cooling tower from different perspectives. The shape of the framework is based on the pattern of the existing
channels inside the cooling tower. I focused on one segment that I extended vertically to shape the tower.
The circulation of the exhibition is based on the operation of the cooling tower. The spectator enters under the grid,
ascending centrally through a spiral staircase.
This refers to the hot water that was pumped through the tube into the cooling tower. The viewer then rises as vapor in
the tower where the exhibition takes place. Once on top of the tower the spectator can enjoy an impressive view and then
cooling off as water droplets when descending the stairs and leaving the cooling tower through the original entrance.

LAURIEN BORGERS | laurien.borgers@hotmail.com, +32 478 50 59 70
REVITALIZATION OF THE CASQUE.
RESEARCH INTO THE DYNAMIC EXPERIENCE OF THE THEATER, APPLIED IN THE OLD CINEMA CASQUE IN
TONGEREN.
One of the greatest things in the world is being dragged into a story. Everybody needs it and everybody loves it. A way
to do this is in a theatre play. The actors tell a story and you are so hooked on it that you lose your sense of reality. It's
an amazing escape until the play is over. There is no connection with the play before or after the story whatsoever.
Furthermore, the theatre itself stays the same with every play. People who visit more than once, always use the same
circulation, the light and sound is the same and therefor also the atmosphere. The old cinema theatre in Tongeren
is the perfect opportunity to change this sad but most common misfortune. The new design for the building will be
dynamic and multifunctional, with different options for common activities. Even circulation will be modular and by
the creative use of curtains, different interactions can be created between the spaces in the building. There will be two
options for entrance and exit and the seats are movable so the artists can choose the side from where they want to play,
sing or dance. Everything is changeable by the director and his company. The atmosphere will be adjusted to the story
told in the play by using light and sound combinations. The whole building will be designed in function of the show. The
relation with the story starts when you enter the building and continues after you have left your seat. It will be a dynamic
experience of theatre, applicable to different stories.
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ROOS GELLYNCK| roosgellynck@gmail.com, +32 495 16 05 95
FROM CITY TO MUSEUM

due to its location in the tourist center and surrounded
by 14 museums, by its passers-by, a mix of tourists, local

How can scenography revitalize public spaces?

residents and commuters and finally by its desolate

And in this way give a new meaning to the ‘Mont des Arts’

appearance that urgently needs an 'injection' of its own

through appropriation.

dynamic urban life.

Why should scenography always be based on presenting

I take this literally. I have started to look at the meaning

something to people? What if you started from the people

of the ‘Mont des Arts’ over the years. This inspiration lies

themselves?

at the basis of my design, in which I projected the former

After all, the aim of my research is to look within an

park design, the local activities and its history onto the

urban context. And see what temporary appropriation

current park design. With this temporary intervention I

can bring about in relation to the population by means of

want to create a route and strengthen the emotional value

scenography. In this context, the concept of 'revitalization'

of the Mont des Arts, where the passers-by of the Mont des

is becoming increasingly common in the development of

Arts can meet each other and also experience their time

more sustainable communities. It is even one of the most

at the Mont des Arts in a positive way. It must also become

important challenges in new urban designs.

a place that optimally activates their ability to express

In this research I want to broaden and look at

themselves.

'revitalization' within a project of urban development
through the eyes of the scenographer.

My design is like a museum route, in which the city is the
exhibition and the buildings and people are the objects

The suitable location for my research is the ‘Mont des Arts’

of art.

in Brussels. After all, this is a place with a lot of potential,

KRISTIEN KETELSLEGERS | Kristien_ks@hotmail.com, +32 472 87 89 36
HOFSTADIA, EXPLORE AND ENJOY

is where the history will be displayed by an interesting
manner of images, video’s and form language. The

10

Throughout this exhibition I will lead you, in a most

second building used to be the old cafeteria and will be

interesting way, through the site of an outdoor swimming

the showcase for the present. I will emphasize the decay

pool located in Hofstade. This piece of architectural

over time and make a strong connection with urban

history has been abandoned and suffering from decay

exploration and it’s community. Subsequently we will

since 1978, making it a stomping ground for the urban

explore the future in the small building across the pool,

exploration community. In this exhibition we will explore

where the already designed plans and renders for this

the site from numerous angles to fully comprehend the

compound will be displayed.

value of this area.

The final building we visit will be the cleansing station.

The fist thing visitors encounter is the pavilion,

Because of it’s strong industrial feel I will make the

which is considered to be an ode to water and gives

connection to urban exploration in old factories and

you an immediate understanding about the origin

hospitals and the importance of preserving those

and importance of bathhouse culture and by extend,

characteristics.

swimming pools and sports. This part is designed to

The last experience I want to gift the visitors with is

permanently stay at the domain.

one about water, where they can fully comprehend the

Continuing our journey, we come across the first building

different sights of the area and connect them to the past

on the site, which used to be the dressing rooms and the

as well as the future while crossing the pool on the floating

original entrance to the outdoor swimming pool. This part

piers.
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YÜSRA TURKMEN | yusraturkmenNM@hotmail.be, +32 487 43 49 65
DIGITAL PRIMITIVISM
The theme of my master project is called “Digital primitivism”.
In my research I approach primitive human actions inside and
outside of religion from the past and present, and categorize
them into the primordial themes: life, death, power and
sexuality.
I designed a scenography located at De Teut, in which the
viewer can experience these themes through capsules in which
they are exhibited. I do this without specifically referring to a
religious belief to keep the scenography neutral and abstract
so that interpretation is possible.
The capsules have a simple but recognizable dome shape and
are constructed from mashed earth to integrate the design into
the landscape, without disturbing its beauty. The interior of
the capsule contrasts sharply with the exterior. The themes on
display are primitive, but the way in which they are exhibited
is advanced. By creating this contrast, I want to merge the past
and the present while at the same time alienating the viewer.
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MASTERSTUDIO RETAIL DESIGN

MASTERPROJECTS: MASTERSTUDIO RETAIL DESIGN

1,2 & 3. Annemie Vanlangenaker, Shop for Natan
-

4 Marjolien Vandeput, shop for Delvaux
5 & 6. Marie Vreys, shop for Essentiel
The students were asked to choose a Belgian
designer to design a flagship for. Starting
from the personality of the designer of their
choice, they had to make a moodboard and
material board that reflected that personality. Finally, they had to pick one final material
to further study and explore its possibilities
in order to come up with innovative ideas to
use in the design of the store. After choosing
the location and building the designproces
started.
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LAURE PALMANS | laurepalmans@gmail.com, +32 493 11 12 54
“IS THE MALL THE PLACE TO MEET IN THE FUTURE?”

to redesignate this building. By extending the existing
function of Justice with other functions, an accelerated

MASTERPROJECT MASTER OF RETAIL DESIGN

MARJOLIEN VANDEPUT | marjolien.vandeput@icloud.com, +32 477 45 92 90
BEYOND THE STEREOTYPE OF THE HORSE.
THE HORSE AS A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION FOR
THE DESIGN OF A HOTEL.

And the owner of Sentowerpark wants to provide his
specific audience of riders and horse owners with a full

My masterproject is an investigation about the future of

restoration can be stimulated. The project called 'bruX',

the malls. Therefore, I've researched for various themes

therefore, creates a unique opportunity for the city of

The way I look at a horse is probably not the way you look

with help from literature study, interviews and case

Brussels: an attraction for the inhabitants of Brussels,

at a horse.

study's. This collected information has been examined

tourists and others. A major and difficult challenge within

and the concept that came out of this investigation is “the

the design is to make the building more humane and

Beyond the stereotype of a horse is a visual end sensible

a ‘cliché’. You will notice that my whole design is about

Social Hub”. It is a place where people can come together

accessible to the consumer. Possible solutions are amongst

research after the design of a horse. The horse as a source

horses, but in a subtle way. You will see this in the selection

to shop, go to a restaurant, chill, ... The best place for

other things like adding experience to the building by

of inspiration for designing a hotel. It is a search after a

of materials and workmanship. I try to design a luxurious

a mall of the future (The social hub) is in a big city, so

means of greenery, water features, leisure activities

translation of something substantial to become a concrete

theme hotel fit for riders and also tourist. Here I will try

we’ve compared some major cities of Belgium. In which

(cinema, events), applied to the retail, are flagship stores,

design.

to apply an atmosphere I have developed within Retail

Brussels came forward as the most suitable. Brussels hasn’t

one of the retail possibilities to complete the building.

enough meeting places where you can shop, relax and

We must not lose sight of social and cultural interaction.

For it to become a design I use different methods that

enjoy at the same time without looking out for the traffic.

The focus can be on the social meeting places within

will be the outcome to help me with retaining the

The improvement should therefore focus on mobility,

the building. From a cultural point of view, the attention

common thread true out my design process. I will use

public spaces, heritage, green space and retail. An article

can be focused more on exhibitions, concerts, etc. The

these methods for designing a theme hotel on the site of

about the endless renovations within the "Justitiepaleis"

consumer who is going to visit 'The Social Hub' can spend

Sentowerpark in Oudsbergen. Sentowerpark is the biggest

caught my attention. My enthusiasm was stimulated

a whole day and evening there.

International show jumping accommodation of Europe.

16

experience and build a hotel.
For my master project I will use the subject horse as an
inspiration for designing the hotel without making it

design.
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ANNEMIE VANLANGENAKER | annemie.vanlangenaker@hotmail.be, +32 497 19 74 89

MARIE VREYS | vreysmarie@gmail.com, +32 484 90 19 35

THE AESTHETICS OF WALLPAPER AS A GUIDELINE
FOR THE TOTAL DESIGN OF A WALLPAPER STORE.

rooms, you can pick your perfect decorative molding,

HOW CAN THE CLASSICAL TYPOLOGY OF THE

unique attractions. This all off course with the focus on the

carpet or wall sticker. On the second floor, there’s a

PASSAGE BE FILLED IN IN A CONTEMPORARY WAY

essence of Limburg. Culinary, cultural and recreational

multifunctional workshop area and the workspace for

IN GALLERY ‘DE WARE VRIENDEN’?

activities can also be found in the gallery. The culinary

Wallpaper is such a beautiful product, but why is it

with its diverse hospitality, the cultural with the return of

the interior designers. The staff can unwind in the living

sold in ugly shops? The typical wallpaper shops have
boring interiors. The stores are very organized, but they
don’t feel homely. Wallpaper is an excellent product to
personalize your home, but it’s hard for customers to
imagine the print inside their homes. With this design
proposal, I wanted to create an interior shop with a focus
on wallpaper. The former bank building is situated in

area with a view overlooking the store. Last but definitely

Gallery ‘de Ware Vrienden’ in Hasselt cannot be called a

graffiti in the city center and the reference to the city of

not least is the bar in the former vault. This room is

typical gallery nowadays. There are many empty stores

Hasselt with all its delicacies. And finally, the recreation.

wallpapered with a collage technique. The costumers can

and there’s little of activity. In the past the gallery was seen

What activities take place in the gallery, such as strolling,

pick their special print from the individual vaults and

as a bustling location and an important passage. Due to

shopping and relaxing in one place. Naturally immersed

can contribute to the ever-growing collage. This design

the lack of sufficient daylight and a striking entrance, the

in the sphere of Hasselt. In addition, thanks to the

proposal for a new kind of wallpaper store is very different

gallery can no longer be seen as a real gallery.

adaptation of the architecture of the gallery, a street effect
has been created that corresponds with the definition of a

than its predecessors. Shopping experience is key in this

the city centre of Hasselt. The heart of the building is

design.

reserved for wallpaper. In the shop windows, you can get
inspired with the furniture settings that complement the
wallpaper. On the sides, there’s space for the till, fabrics
and two consultation zones. The most beautiful room of
the building is situated on the first floor. In this room, you
are swept away by the panoramic wallpaper. In the other

The interpretation of the CREA district has restored the

passage. It clearly creates an image of the street, but then

sense of solidarity between the merchants, the people

covered. By adapting the entrances to something striking

of Hasselt and the visitors of the city, as was the initial

and inviting and adapting the roof construction to the

intention of the passage in the past. The socio-cultural

desired street effect, it can now be said that the gallery

aspect of a passage with its own unique attractions

meets the definition and sphere that a passage should

has now been put in the spotlight and it can be clearly

offer.

concluded that gallery ‘de Ware Vrienden’ offers its own

18
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INTERNATIONAL MASTER LIVING / FURNITURE DESIGN
1. Jury 2 & 3. Loes Maas

ANNELIES COCKX | annelies.cockx@telenet.be, +32 493 59 55 95

THE ELDERLY AND LONELINESS:

use of many windows and of cheerful, warm colours and

DESIGN OF GROUP HOME "HET OOSTERSHUIS"

materials are a few examples that bear witness of this. "Het
Oostershuis" is fitted to welcome six residents. Each has

Loneliness occurs when one experiences an unpleasant

his or her own "studio" with a bedroom, a small sitting

feeling or shortage in a specific social relationship because

area and a bathroom with toilet. All the other rooms such

it does not meet up to one's expectations. Loneliness is a

as the kitchen and dining room are for common use. The

subjective feeling and is something that can happen to

objective is for the residents to do as much as possible

anyone, regardless of age. Research shows that this affects

together rather than remaining cooped up each in their

especially the elderly. They often live in remote places or

own "studio".

are less mobile, which means they have less social contact.

A cat café is located in the barn of the farm. It is a meeting
place for residents and people from the neighbourhood.

Farm "Het Oostershuis" is a group home for these lonely

In this room activities can be organized so that people

elderly. Here, the elderly live together, share daily life as

can meet. On the same premises there is also a cat and dog

much as possible and experience more social contact.

hotel. Similarly to the cat café, the residents of the house

They are never completely alone and that is reassuring

next to the farm operate this hotel. The elderly can, if they

not only for the elderly occupants themselves but also

wish, help with the care of the animals as this contributes

for their loved ones. At "Het Oostershuis" account has

to giving their daily lives some structure. Research shows

been taken of some happiness-increasing strategies. The

that animals make people happier and provide the

interior design and the architecture of the group home

necessary company.

have been designed to implement these strategies.The

20
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OCÉANE LAUWEREINS | ocelau@outlook.com, +32 499 23 26 86
COLIVING IN THE SUBURBS
My project is about coliving and is located in SintGenesius-Rode, a suburb of Brussels. The coliving
building is located near the station of Sint-GenesiusRode. The coworking offices are located on the ground
floor. People who work in these offices can make use
of the shared kitchen and a lounging room where they
have the opportunity to play table tennis or pool. There
is a garden where visitors can work or get a breath of
fresh air.
On the first floor we can find the living compartments
where there are twelve rooms available wherefrom the
inhabitants can chose according to their preference.
On this floor we can find a kitchen as well with a dinner
table and some couches. The window in the kitchen
gives sight on the garden. The stairs are the clear
distinction between working downstairs and living
upstairs.

LOES MAAS | loesmaas@live.be, +32 471 20 04 85
HIDDEN QUALITIES IN A MANSION,

The furniture shows respect for the details yet remain as

FOUND BY COHOUSING

an independent structure. The furniture also shows that a
renovation has taken place while still revealing small links
with the old mansion.

Each house has certain living qualities hidden within
itself. During my research, I defined a number of these
qualities in order to be able to recognize them better. I also

To add other qualities to the building, such as optimal use

defined qualities that can be brought into the house by

of space, the house was made a cohousing project. Instead

using some interventions.

of one family, two families can now live in the building
without losing comfort or luxury. They even receive extra

The project concerns a cohousing project in a mansion

luxury, such as a spacious relaxation area and a large

located in the centre of Peer. The house has been built

garden in the middle of the city.

around 1920 and has many beautiful details, both on the

In this way, all the hidden qualities of the mansion are

exterior and in the interior. These details contribute to the

featured along with additional qualities, resulting into a

quality of living. It is therefore very important that these

successful cohousing project.

details are preserved in the project.
There is little or no change to the facade of the building,
as it is part of a protected heritage site. In the interior, the
original floors, doors and details are preserved.
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MASTERSTUDIO ADAPTIVE REUSE

1 & 2. Jury Babs Jambé 3. Jury Marleen Habraken
-

4 & 5. Jury Lisa Peeters 6. The jury
-

1
4

5

2

Adaptive Reuse of the castle of Betho in Tongeren.

3
6
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CAMILLE BRILLOUET | brillouetcamille@gmail.com, +32 496 38 84 23
THE OLD GRANARY ACADEMY

This goal is pursued by integrating as many elements
of the great amount of different cultures and people of

This design is located in Cape Town, South Africa, as I

South Africa in a more abstract and architectural manner.

spent the first semester there as part of the exchange

An example of this would be the colourful façade of the

program. The building is named “The Old Granary”

building, designed after the neighbourhood of Bokaap,

after one of its many functions. The Old Granary is a

an Islamic neighbourhood in Cape Town. An other big

building with a long and quite dark history and would

aspect of this project is the design approach, as it breaks

usually, because of this, be made into a museum of some

away from the usual approach of adaptive reuse projects.

sort, erasing a lot of the historical layers and creating

South Africa has a very specific history and, therefore,

something neutral and safe. In this adaptive reuse project,

a very specific demographic composition as well, which

it’s new function would be an art academy, as the interest

entails a lot of friction. It’s the friction that not only is

in art education and the possibility to express themselves

characteristic for Cape Town, but, for adaptive reuse

had tremendously grown in South Africa, and more

projects with a political negative history as well. By

specific in Cape Town, after the end of the Apartheid.

highlighting historically grown flaws and imperfections

This function also gives the opportunity to get away

of the building, bricked over windows, in combination

from the clean white rooms of a museum and cautious

with contemporary interventions, like steel staircases, and

way of designing this kind of adaptive reuse projects.

traditional elements, this friction becomes the concept of

With this design, the goal is to create a place in the city of

the project.

Cape Town where, not only, everyone feels safe, but also,
everyone feels represented and respected in some way.

BENTE AENDEKERK | bente_aendekerk@hotmail.com, +32 475 68 10 28
A SUITABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR PEOPLE WITH
DEMENTIA: RE-USE OF THE SITE ‘KASTEEL DE
SCHANS’.

The site of ‘Kasteel De Schans’ consists of four buildings,
namely the service building (Coach house and stables),
the farm, the Castle and the bakehouse. The buildings are

A large number of people in Flanders suffer from

located next to a paved surface (street).

dementia, and that will increase more in all municipalities

The site consists of two communal buildings and two

of Flanders in the coming years. The central topic of

day care centers in combination with a short stay. In the

my project is about creating a suitable environment for

service building (coach house and stables) and in the

people with dementia, so that the impact of dementia is

bakery there are common functions that can be used by

reduced. But also in a place where they can be genuinely

the two living groups. The two living groups of the day

happy in a supportive, comfortable and stimulating

care center and the short stay are located in the castle

environment that offers people a meaningful life. The

and the farm. The entire site can accommodate 20 to 30

aim is to implement these ideas in the site of ‘Kasteel De

people with dementia daily.

Schans’ to a day care center and short-stay center.
The castle is located in a wooded area and is surrounded by
“the Bosbeek”. This is an ideal location for a day care center
and short-stay center for people with dementia: both the
city of Maaseik and the village of Opoeteren are nearby, but
it is still peaceful to be in a domain full of nature.
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YASMINE DETAVERNIER | yasmine.detavernier@hotmail.com, +32 478 77 24 50
A LONELY STEAM SAWMILL

built that can be shared by the different associations of
the community. This space will not be a closed room but

In this old wood steam sawmill different elements are

will instead be an open design with large windows. Upon

processed. Like artisanal woodworking, an indoor

entering the visitor will be met with a counter where they

and outdoor space that can be shared by the various

can buy their ticket and get some information about the

associations of the village of Klein-Vorst. In addition, the

museum. A small shop and cloakroom will be linked to

classified old machines are exhibited in the original bays

this. In the front, parking space is provided, because this

of the sawmill. In short, the building must be used in its

is the street side of this building. At the rear, the facade is

entirety to meet each other in order to help solve the

bathed in sunshine with a view of the lush greenery. On

problem of loneliness within this community.

this side, the community of Klein-Vorst will be provided

The design retains as much of the original bays as possible.

with a neighbourhood conservatory and vegetable garden.

Therefore, it was decided to exhibit the original machines

In terms of materialization, I opted for a rough industrial

in this part of the building together with a demonstration

look with limestone hemp a nice material to use in this

room for traditional woodworking, which is included

design. It is a good insulating material, provides good

in the museum route. In addition, videos of the former

acoustics in the room, it is durable and environmentally

woodworking industry will be shown at various locations,

friendly. The material consists of a mixture of hemp wood,

with the necessary information.

hydrated lime, minerals and water, which makes for a

In addition to the old bays, three new bays will be built in

healthy building.

a more durable material. There will be a clear difference

LOTTE DUPONT | lotte.dupont1996@gmail.com, +32 476 24 37 78

between old and new. In one of the new bays, a space is

AN IMPULSE FREE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT:

the entire building. Furthermore, the children can also

HOW ARCHITECTURE CAN SUPPORT HIGHLY

relax outside by transforming the playground into a

SENSITIVE CHILDREN IN PRIMARY SCHOOL

greener environment. By also opening the façade adjacent
to this greener outdoor space, we not only bring more

How can we support (highly sensitive) children in

light into the building, but there is still a connection

primary schools by designing more pleasant classrooms?

between inside and outside. Structure and order are also

Nowadays, children receive too many impulses that can

important in classrooms, which is why we need to look at

distract them. In this project I searched for the needs

the layout of these spaces. By setting them as flexible as

of these (highly sensitive) children and tried to offer

possible, we can adapt every situation and the needs of the

possibilities to reduce the impulses. This to improve the

school. In this way you can divide the space per floor or

well-being of these children. By using materials and soft

simply let everything flow into each other. For example,

colors that reduce these impulses, we can bring some

there is the possibility to collaborate with different classes.

peace, quiet and harmony into the classroom. This is

This project is situated in the former malting of Jespers &

important for highly sensitive children because rest is

Boon in Tervuren, but it could be a suggestion to create

necessary for them. I tried to introduce this rest into the

better impulse free classrooms in the future.

project in different kind of ways. For example, children
can quietly read a book in the library on the ground floor.
They can also retreat to the small rest areas throughout
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THOMAS GOOSSENS | thomas.95@hotmail.be, +32 478 50 60 08

THOUGHT IN CONCRETE

The workspace is divided into four sections: a storage
room, wood and steel workspace, an assembly room and a

The abandoned telecommunication building of the

separate painting room.

Ministry of Defence located on the Kesterheide needs a

The exhibition space is located outside and divided in two

new function. In this adaptive reuse, the already existing

categories, architectural sculptures and small sculptures.

value of the building was really important. It has a

The small sculptures are situated in the heart of the round

mysterious atmosphere and this needs to be preserved

building, the architectural sculptures are spread around

in the new concept. Renato Nicolodi, an artist who

the outside of the building.

works with concrete sculptures and acrylic paintings,

The accommodation is connected with the workspaces,

was enthusiastic about the project with a historical

so that living and working flow into each other. It was

background since he has always been inspired by the war

necessary to expand the building, that is why there is

stories of his grandfather .

a beam - shaped volume on top of the round former

After talking to the artist himself, there were some

telecommunication building. This is mainly to have a

requirements. Bringing workspace, exhibition space and

stunning view on the landscape.

accommodation together had to be given priority.

NINA GIELEN | ngielen97@gmail.com, +32 487 01 63 59
ARCHITECTURAL PRINCIPLES IN SUPPORT OF

little houses and for 10 more people in tree tents in the

DIGITAL DEMENTIA:

forest. The former working spaces of the monks are now

THE MULTISENSORY EXPERIENCE IN A

a kitchen, two sanitary rooms, a shop for everything

MEDITATION CENTER

related to meditation, a lounge for staff, a lounge for
visitors and therapy rooms. I added two meditation

My master project is about the multisensory experience in

pavilions to the existing building. In the courtyard of the

a meditation center. I turned the Monastery Onze-Lieve-

monastery I designed a meditation pavilion which is built

Vrouw van het Fiat into a meditation center, because

60 centimeters deeper in the ground and connected to

the building is surrounded by trees, and nature is a very

a little lake. This way you can look over the lake while

stimulating factor for meditation. In general, I opened

sitting on the ground in the pavilion. 800 meters through

the monastery more to the nature around the building by

the woods in southeast direction, I designed another

adding windows, and I brought nature elements like light,

meditation pavilion above a big lake. This one is a circle of

plants and natural materials inside.

10 meters and made out of wood and big windows. There is
a fireplace in the middle with a tablet attached for teacups.

People can sign up in the meditation center in the church,

So, you can come here for meditation sessions or just to

which has been adjusted as little as possible. Behind the

drink some tea with a beautiful view over the lake.

church, there is a refectory, which will still be used as a
dining area. There is space for 27 people in the existing
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MARLEEN HABRAKEN | Marleen.habraken@hotmail.com, +31 611 11 07 22

NIELS HENCKENS | nielshenckens@live.be, +32 497 15 93 93

THE WELFARE OF HUMAN AND ANIMALS INSIDE
AN INTERIOR: CONVERSION OF VILLA MERCKEN

THE RUIN AS A METAPHOR FOR PHYSICAL REHABILITATION

will function as a buffer zone between the therapies of the

daily activities, and there is also a shop inside the building.

Central to this design is the ruin as a metaphor for physical

where the rehabilitation person unconsciously keeps

In this shop you can buy stuff that the children made by

rehabilitation. The idea is applied to the adaptive re-use

moving due to subtle elements in the design. These spaces

themselfs. They have also moments for education for

of the municipal gas factory in Maastricht, located in the

offer relaxation to rehabilitation staff, therapists, family,

example readings.

Netherlands. In addition to the surrounding buildings on

friends and among themselves. It is important that the

Outside is a place for therapy with the dogs. The other

the site, we zoom in on the gas factory. The construction

well-being of the public is considered. Various facilities are

animal houses stay around the building. There is also a

of the factory began in the early 20th century and was

housed in the factory such as: a library, café, mini-theater,

vegetable garden and where the children can learn how to

seen as one of the forefathers of "the new building" era in

quiet rooms, relaxation options ... The use of soothing

manage with food. The other part of the garden consist of

the Netherlands. Despite the fact that a steel structure was

elements is of course not forgotten.

walking routes which can be a part of the therapy.

provided in the original plans, the factory was constructed

taking care of the animals. There is also a possibility to
organize a weekend off for the children, which consists of

How can (interior) architecture be a part in a relation
of the welfare of human and animal? This is the mean
research question of my thesis. I will take the result of this
thesis to my masterproject and these are; archictural key
words.
The concept is a therapycentre for human at which
animals are used during the therapy. The target group
in this project are children from 6 till 18 years old.
This could be childeren with or without a disability.

patient and their rooms. It becomes an experience space

from a concrete structure. The factory has a turbulent

The animals that are used in this project and could be

history, ranging from takeovers to the lack of occupancy.

used during the therapy are: dogs, goats, pigs, rabbits,

Today the factory shows major traces of an industrial ruin.

guinea-pig and chickens. There is a possibility to follow a
therapysession and daily activities. Dogs can be used for

In the design, the site is converted into a physical

three kind of therapies: speech therapy, physiotherapie

rehabilitation center in which each building has its own

and psychotherapy. The daily activities are consists of

function and yet forms a whole. The municipal gas factory
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ARNE HOOGMARTENS | arne_hoogmartens@hotmail.com, +32 471 82 51 78

BABS JAMBÉ | babs.jambe@gmail.com, +32 479 75 08 31

A COWORKING SPACE FOR CREATIVE STARTERS
AND ENTREPRENEURS: RE-USE OF THE BEGUINAGE OF HASSELT.

GEBORGENHEID, EEN NIEUWE KANS VOOR DE
CITADEL VAN DIEST.

geborgenheid in places where it appears impossible. The

delimitation in the floor. Besides this there are desks and

Geborgenheid. To feel secure. A term we all use but can

del of Diest at first glance an impossible goal to transform

The aim of my master thesis is to create a coworking space

the possibility to work more relaxed in the lounge area.

hardly describe or comprehend. One thing we know for

into a place where young people can feel at home.

for creative starters and entrepreneurs. This project is

In the flexible office spaces are a variety of workforms

sure: everyone needs geborgenheid to feel at home.

I turned the results of my research into a design for block

located in the old Beguinage in the busy city center of

available. From the shared desks to privacy booths.

In the contemporary architectural context we find few

VI of the citadel. The accessible youth movement Arktos

Hasselt, yet it is a quiet place due to the large enclosed

In the relaxation areas you can find lounge corners

places that offer us geborgenheid anymore. Large open

goes hand in hand with a meeting place, bar and small-

garden. This is a positive factor, especially if you know

coffee and snacks and there is the possibility to cook.

spaces with large glass walls limit the possibilities to make

scale youth hostel.

that this is good for the well-being of the coworkers. This

Throughout the whole building there are crossing points

room for individuality, atmosphere, places to hide, … .

garden is supplemented with pathways and benches. In

created in order to make contact with other coworkers and

That is why I started my repurposing project for the citadel

the front gardens of the houses are ‘coworking gardens’

expand your network.

of Diest as a youth centre by asking myself how we can inte-

where people from the coworking community or citizens

.

grate this geborgenheid in our contemporary living culture

In the downstairs private offices I have tried to recreate
the old wall setup through separation elements and

of Hasselt can maintain them. In the houses of the

again.

Beguinage are workplaces located and we distinguish

It was important in that process to not only look at these

three large groups here. We have the private workspaces,

terms globally, but to zoom in on the situation of the citadel

the more flexible workspace where you come and go

as well. The citadel of Diest is a military building that was

whenever you want and at last we have the common

designed as a defensive fort. A large area of the citadel is

relaxation areas.

located underground. Therefore my design is a search for

34
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DANIQUE KRIJN | krijndanique@gmail.com, +31 6 29 73 13 37

EVA NEIJENS | eva-neijens@hotmail.com, +31 6 24 71 08 78

INVESTING IN SUSTAINABILITY FOR
MONUMENTAL FACTORY DE VALK

coffee bar and city garden.

A THIRD PLACE ON THE SPHINX SITE IN

are situated at this place and will be here in the future.

MAASTRICHT.

With the history of the building in mind I create a lively

How can I include sustainability to a room or historical

All of these functions will be build and designed with a

building? This question will be the central issue in my

focus on future oriented building. Next to that, the design

project. The main subject will be about sustainability. I

will be based on ‘design for disassembly’. The choice in

will start with looking for the most esthetical, economical

material will be very important for sustainability. The

and mainly ecological way to include in my design for the

material will have to be certified with a sustainability tool

monumental factory De Valk in Echt, the Netherlands.

or eco-label. There will be less diversity in used materials

The base elements will be the 3 layers, called design,

and products. This will be beneficial for the possibility

function/completion and material. These layers will be the

to recycle all of the materials. All these elements in the

base for a sustainable design.

monumental building will be in an ‘eco-design mindset’.

third place at this site in which new and old go hand in
During the last decade our work environment changed

hand. All generations have different needs and wishes,

enormously. There have been various developments

which must all be taken into account. This design creates

both in the workplace and the public space. Among other

a place were young and old will be represented and people

influences these developments have led to the emergence

from all walks of life will be welcome!

of the third place and various new concepts in which
living, working and meeting are combined.
A third place is a neutral, accessible, comfortable and
hospitable place and it offers a balance between people
from different positions and professions.
All generations have different needs and reasons for

I will have to make sure I will create a place which respects

visiting the third place. The needs of users at and around

the historical spirit of the building. I will serve as a place

the Sphinx site in Maastricht determine the relationship in

to meet each other and share knowledge and culture. The

which living, working, and recreation will come together

place will have to connect people in several ways. It will be

in building ‘de Belgen’. Located right near the city center

a cultural hotspot with multiple functions like a cinema,

this location is quickly emerging into a new cultural and

theatre, exhibition spaces, meeting rooms, restaurant,

economical heart of the city. The sphinx building will
bring together the variety of people and businesses that
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MAUD ORDUTOWSKI | maud.ordutowski97@gmail.com, +32 486 27 20 01

LISA PEETERS | peeters_lisa@hotmail.com, +32 492 80 79 85

REUSING HOEVE KUESSES LOCATED

ACADEMY BURGHOF

IN HERDEREN - RIEMST

The wine tasting offers opportunities for the Limburg
wine domains to unite in one location, with the advan-

The vacancy and the impending decline of farms is a

tage of the available accommodation, an extra public-

very topical issue and also an important point of atten-

ity point for their product and the combined strength

tion for our society in order to ensure that important

of being able to put the Limburg wine in the spotlight.

historical heritage is preserved.

There will be meeting rooms, rooms to hold smaller
events and an annual tasting for all the Limburg wine

I have been looking for opportunities for a new pro-

domains. This makes the Wine Tasting more accessible

gramme within the framework of the tourism sector.

for people from the business world or private individu-

Limburg is Belgium's most important wine-growing

als who enjoy a glass of wine and are curious about

province. The presence of 20 Limburg wine estates

what our Limburg winegrowers have to offer. The

seemed to me to be an interesting path to build on.

multifunctional barn offers extensive possibilities to
organize all kinds of events and activities.

The business function in Hoeve Kuesses has been

The Wine - Gastrobar offers everyone, inhabitant of

extinguished for some time now. The living area is still

the region or tourist, the opportunity to relax in a

in use, the company buildings have been empty for

beautiful farm, and to enjoy seasonal and regional

quite some time and are a nice location to work out a

products with special attention to our Limburg glass

programme. The farm buildings will be reused for two

of wine.

purposes: on the one hand, a wine tasting session and,
on the other, a wine and gastronomy bar.

Flanders is still rich in many beautiful farms and

With this programme, I want to re-use the company

remember that this is a wealth of each of us.

The project is about reusing a former domain Burghof located
in Hoeselt. It was a castle that dates back from 1612 and was
intentionally used as a house. When the owner passed away, the
former castle was used as a monastery. The inhabitants of the
monastery started a school, which required a lot of space. Over
the years, the buildings on the domain have been expanding. In
2015, the school has been separated by the abandoned buildings.
It was optimal to maintain a public function in the abandoned
buildings. That’s when the academy was born. The academy
consists of a mix of creative studies which need a theater, a small
café, a library, some music boxes, a gallery house, classrooms and
workspaces. The design of the exterior dates from an analysis of
the characteristics of the different buildings. The older buildings
are far more interesting than the newer ones. The facades of
the older buildings are barely touched, while the newer ones are
covered with plaster. The use of steel was an important means to
make a contrast with the plaster and brick buildings. It gave the
facades an extraordinary look. The domain has been designed
with steel volumes which are pressed between the buildings. It’s an
association with the history of the domain, called the interspaces.

buildings of Hoeve Kuesses for a broad public.
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LAURE SILLEN | lauresillen@hotmail.com, +32 474 50 81 91

CHARLOTTE SOMMERIJNS | Sommerijns.charlotte@gmail.com, +32 476 07 52 14

A POSITIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF A NEGATIVE

and an expansion of the residential care with attention to

TOWARDS A QUALITATIVE REDEVELOPMENT OF

From the historical research and the study of the

INSTITUTION. ADAPTIVE REUSE OF AN OLD PSY-

individual therapy and group therapy. It should become

INDUSTRIAL SITES

prepared master plan, I have concluded that the area

CHIATRIC HOSPITAL.

a place where people like to be and which has a positive

does not form a coherent whole due to the lack of social

influence on their well-being and healing process. The

The central subject of my project is the Brikkengebouw

functions. Partly due to the further investigation of the

The old hospital in Oud-Rekem used to belong to the

physical environment can contribute through a healing

in Maastricht. This old brick factory is part of the

significance of the building over time, I have decided

psychiatric institution of the village. After the institution

environment, with the use of a few environmental factors.

former industrial site of the Sphinx and is not currently

to re-use the Brikkengebouw as a social cluster where

moved to a new complex a few kilometers away, the old

Such as nature, light, air, noise, use of materials, use of

being used. The purpose of this design is to restore the

culture, flexibility, craftsmanship and co-creation are

hospital has been empty for several years. Starting from

color, accessibility and orientation.

Brikkengebouw to its former grandeur and to give it

central. One of the starting points for determining the

the history of the building and its former function, it

function for the remaining buildings on the site.

new interpretation of this old brick factory is based on

seemed a challenge to bring the old institution back to its

This Brikkengebouw was the place where the bricks

the different layers and meanings of the building. The

origins. The reason being the growing need for psychiatric

used to be manufactured for the construction of the

Brikkengebouw is defined by two different building styles

care. More and more people deal with psychiatric

other factories on the site, so that it can be seen as a

and a characteristic transition period that can be seen in

problems and there is a large shortage of institutions

fundamental basis for the further growth of the company.

the materialization, detailing and composition. In this

or just a place where you can go with mental health

To find out how the redevelopment of the Brikkengebouw

way the building communicates to the viewer through

problems.

can give a new quality to the site, I have conducted further

its aesthetic of structural order and its rough industrial

research into the current and past situation of the Sphinx

character. Hereby the metaphor of a monument as a

site.

palimpsest is used as a strategy to find a suitable program.

The old building becomes a part of the existing psychiatric

.

care center in Rekem. With the focus on day treatment
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ALESSANDRA SPRENGERS | alessandra.sprengers@hotmail.com, +32 495 76 24 55

INE SWENNEN | ineswennen@live.be, +32 477 07 44 09

SAMGA: RE-CREATION OF PORT HERITAGE

DE TORENHOEVE

was to reuse the building in today’s context, but with the

in the buildings, history is not forgotten. The care sector

preservation of its genius loci. The pragmatic structure

is involved in the project due to the presence of Sint-

The SAMGA silo A is a building from 1895 in Antwerp,

of the building into four areas; the distribution building,

The future of the historic farms in Flanders has been

Elisabeth: a school and counselling centre for people

designed for the storage of grain. The silo is located on

towers, silos and basement, are largely preserved. The new

compromised. Many of them are vacant or has been

with disabilities. They can take advantage of the the

a border area between the port and the city of Antwerp.

functions are tailored to the qualities and characteristics

renovated into a house. Those who kept their agricultural

hippotherapy, but it can also be used by a wider public.

This area will change drastically in the future because

of the various spaces. For instance, the height of the silos is

function, have to expand into a modern farm to keep up

They will have the possibility to spend the night by the

of the planned ‘Oosterweelverbinding’: a mobility

used in its potential as a diving tank.

with the growing sector.

presence of a gasthouse.

infrastructure that is part of a bigger plan to improve the

The Torenhoeve is a historic farm in Wijchmaal dating

mobility and quality of life in Antwerp. This plan also

The design for SAMGA offers various activities of

back to the 18th Century. In 1900 a horse farm was

includes the reviving of ‘het Noordkasteel’, the remains

relaxation for Antwerp, a new meeting place that

established, after which it was brought back to its

of a citadel from 1862, that was once used as a swimming

contributes to the renewal of the neighbourhood.

agricultural function in 1936. Special about this farm is

pond. Together with ‘het Droogdokkenpark’ the direct

Furthermore the publicly accessible space integrates the

its eclectic tower. unfortunately, the building is currently

surroundings of the silo will become a recreation area.

port into the daily life, in order to maintain the dialogue

vacant. By reusing the farm, a new quality can be given to

between the port and the city.

the site.

Accordingly, the adaptive reuse of SAMGA will be an

Based on a historical investigation, I decided to bring

addition to these plans. The SAMGA will be a place in the

the former horse farm back to life. An analysis of the

city that is all about leisure, with a variety of activities,

environment leads to the involvement of the care sector

where sport and culture alternate. The aim of the project

in the new program. The Torenhoeve will be a place
where hippotherapy is offered. By having horses housed
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SOFIE VAN ESSER | sofie.van.esser@hotmail.com, +32 470 43 74 29
ADAPTIVE REUSE OF THE URSULINE CONVENT IN

start: finding a new destination for these buildings with

DIEPENBEEK

due reference to the educational purposes of the former
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EMMA VANDERWEGEN | emmavdw@hotmail.be, +32 497 66 92 28
THE CARTHUSIAN MONASTERY OF LEUVEN, A
CLOISTER AGAIN AS A HEALING HOUSE AND SAFE
HAVEN

to start living their lives independently, which gives them
more freedom. The city gives young people the opportu-

Ursuline sisters. The former convent buildings could

nity to engage in social interactions and to establish con-

The subject of my design project is the convent of the

be transformed into a school for students with special

My project is the re-use of the Carthusian monastery in

nections beneficial for their further development in life.

Ursuline sisters in Diepenbeek (B). Similar to initiatives in

educational needs, particularly for secondary school

Leuven as a shelter for unaccompanied minor refugees,

In the monastery building there will be room for three

other Belgian towns the Ursuline congregation started an

students with an intellectual disability.

from the age of 16, and vulnerable teenagers from the city

living groups of teenagers, between the ages of 16 and 18

of Leuven. The monastery domain will serve to provide

who each independently organize their own household. A

inclusive a school, in the Wijkstraat in Diepenbeek in

A former old bakery in the convent building could be

vulnerable young people of a safe place to live and help

few studios for young adults between 18 and 25 years old

1855. The school soon got a prominent reputation also

adapted to train students for bakery jobs. The old garage

with their integration. The layered architecture which is

will be provided in the remaining workshops of the former

because it provided a boarding section to accommodate

in the garden could be converted into a coffee shop where

repeated in both the gardens and the buildings will ensure

laymen. In addition, the young people are guided for an

international living-in students.

the bread and pastry, baked by students, can be sold. The

gradual transition spaces. By means of this, the monastery

independent life both inside and outside the monastery

convent garden itself could become a public park and

can function as a connection between the neighbor-

domain. In the large monastery building there are various

The last sisters have now left the convent, the building

serve as a reminder to its religious background. In every

hood and these vulnerable teenagers. The location of

common areas where these teenagers can develop and

has been sold and plans for future development are

convent, the sisters lived in a close community. To respect

the Carthusian monastery is right along the ring road of

discover their skills. Also, a small reception will be held

on the table. The convent site consists of two existing

this main feature of cohabitation, the school could provide

Leuven and the center of the city, which makes it very

where vulnerable teenagers can go for a conversation and

schools and the former convent buildings of the Ursuline

a cohabitation system for the future students of this new

easy to reach both the monastery and the city. It is an oasis

further guidance. This will make the monastery open to

congregation. The schools will not be involved in any

institute. With this new program, I hope to respect the

of calmness right next to the busy center. In the cloister,

a broad target group and the concept can be adapted to

future development but the remaining convent buildings

work and history of the Ursuline sisters.

the unaccompanied minor refugees are being prepared

social needs in the following years.

educational system in Diepenbeek by building a convent,

are fit for a new destination. This is where my project will
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ANNABELLE VERLINDEN | verlindenannabelle@gmail.com, +32 487 30 96 23
THE OWL TOWER : THE REINTEGRATION OF

a community hub for all the residents of the 'Kanaalwijk'

HOMELESS TRANSITIONAL YOUTH INTO SOCIETY.

where youngsters, residents and social workers can meet
to breathe life into the community. The Tower aims to be

The Owl Tower is a repurposing of the current Mouttoren

a true landmark with its panoramic viewpoint atop the

in Hasselt. In my design, I repurpose the mouttoren into

tower, giving a beautiful view of the surrounding city and

transitional housing for homeless transitional youth. The

canel. This point will be accessible by stairs or elevator in

aim of this repurposing is to give The Owl Tower a relevant

front of the tower. Inside the tower itself will be a display

position in the future of the 'Blauwe Boulevard'. It's aiming

of the history, present and future of the 'Mouttoren' and

to be a place for the community and its weakest members.

the 'Kanaalkom'. This will integrate the panoramic display

Giving them a place to stay until they are ready to face

into a perfect display of the present state.

the world again, while still giving them the opportunity to
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MARIE VENDERICKX | marievenderickx@gmail.com, +32 471 47 05 65
JAPANESE ARCHITECTURAL PRINCIPLES AND
AESTHETICS TO SUPPORT PSYCHOLOGICAL
WELL-BEING: ADAPTIVE REUSE OF A REFLECTION
CENTER

But apart from offering these programs, it is also necessary that our physical environment contributes to our
psychological well-being. In this project this is done on the
basis of the various connections that were made between

The aim of my master's thesis was to investigate how

Japanese architectural principles and aesthetics and

Japanese architectural principles and aesthetics can

psychological well-being. Many of these characteristics

support psychological well-being. I applied the findings

were already present in this modernist building by Marc

that resulted from this research to my master project: the

Dessauvage. These were further supplemented and sup-

adaptive reuse of the old reflection center in Godsheide,

ported with the help of the findings which were obtained

designed by modernist architect Marc Dessauvage.

in the study.

For the reuse of this building we return to the original

build positive relations with other community members.

function of the reflection center but translated to today's

Many different population groups interact in transitional

needs. It is a center where people can come to distance

housing. Therefore, the building will be divided into

themselves from their daily lives and where they can come

public and private areas. These public areas are meant

to themselves with the necessary professional help and

for community members and tourists. This segregation

support programs. The quiet and natural environment

is meant to give the youngsters a safe space but, as men-

and the interaction with the other guests will also play an

tioned before, still give them the chance to socialize if they

important role in this.

want to. Another objective of The Owl Tower is to become
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TESSA VERRETH | tessa.verreth @hotmail.com, +32 473 20 80 79
EEN (T)HUIS ALS (G)EEN ANDER

homely character is always central. In particular, it focuses
on four people with Spastic Quadriplegia, one of the most

People want to feel at home in our society and everyone

common forms of CP. The complete and total accessibility

has the right to feel this way. For most people this comes

of all residents forms the basis of the housing project. All

naturally, but for people with a disability, including people

communal areas are made accessible to everyone and an

with Cerebrale Parese (CP), this is not always self-evident.

elevator connects all floors. In addition, nine individual
bedrooms, including each an adapted bathroom, have

During my master's thesis, I researched which factors

been provided and can be adapted to the resident's needs

stimulate the feeling of belonging and how it can be trans-

in terms of the feeling of being at home. Different seat-

lated into architecture for people with CP. This knowledge

ing areas are created in the project where there can be

was then applied in this small-scale housing project in

constant interaction between the residents, because social

which people with CP can feel at home as much as pos-

contact is also a positive stimulus for the feeling of be-

sible. The small-scale housing project is implemented in

ing at home. Finally, it is also important to note that this

the castle of Kersbeek, a neo-Gothic castle from the end

design not only applies to the castle of Kersbeek, but can

of the 19th century. The castle is located in a lush park,

also be used as an example for other neo-Gothic castle

but is also centrally located in the village of Kersbeek,

typologies.

near Kortenaken. The key concept of this project is to
create 'a home like any other'. The scale of a typical house
is adapted to the scale of nine people with CP, so that the
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COUNTERPOINT IN THE CITY
Design studio Semester 1 | Adaptive Reuse Beguinage of
Antwerp
Besides world heritage the Flemish Beguinage is considered
a prototypical example for collective housing today. Several
contemporary housing settlements are inspired by this
historic building form and its different characteristics
(typology, image, materialization, collective space, etc.).
Its most typical appearance is that of a closed figure with
houses surrounding a common courtyard, with small
gardens serving as buffer and entrance to private houses.
This introvert typology combined with its former autarkic
quality results today in a hidden oasis or a place for the
much-desired peace and quiet in the bustling city centre.
In the introductory part of the Design Studio the students
investigated the historical housing settlements in Flanders
and compared it to post-war and contemporary examples
abroad. In the last decade, an increased demand for
affordable and environmentally friendly housing caused
renewed interest in collective housing in Western-Europe
and beyond. Especially community based initiatives such
as co-housing projects or projects with shared facilities are
increasingly being designed and built. These initiatives
often seem to reflect or resemble the original values of the
historic Beguinage.
In the main part the students worked on a design
assignment for the Beguinage of Antwerp. They first
defined an adaptive reuse strategy for its preservation on a
larger scale. The second and more architectural approach
consisted of a redesign of one of the houses, to be adapted
to modern standards, reactivating the historically layered
quality of the site, and an introduction of other (non-profit)
functions in some of the more complex dwellings.
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Drawing the Room: Diana Mosquera, Matthew Moskal, Merve Yildirim, Gaith Alrahwanji

Drawing the Room: Niven Naidoo, Anna Papageorgiou
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ADÈLE HOGGE | hogge.adele@gmail.com
Another important element that influences the project is

HIDDEN LIÈGE ALONG THE MEUSE RIVER..
The sports complex of the episcopal seminary in
Liège.

the Meuse river, which defines Liège, and its connection
with the city. Nevertheless, the relationship between the
water and the city is not as strong as it could be.

The site is a green spot surrounded by main roads, an
enclosed fairy tale next to the Meuse river, in Liège. It

This thesis is composed of two parts. It starts from a more

is also close to the center and nearby pedestrian streets.

descriptive aspect with a historical and urban analysis

The place is remarkable by its serenity mostly due to its

towards a more critical proposal on how the city and

delicate vegetation that asserts itself in the middle of the

the site could be developed in the future. Regarding the

wild city. It is something that we can observe when we walk

design, the first researches are made on an urban scale

around the area. It undoubtedly adds one characteristic to

with the idea of developing a « guide plan » for a larger

the building of EGAU group: it makes it more charming.

part of the left bank.

The building situated on this plot is one of the most

To summarize the memoir, it concentrates on the urban

interesting modernist projects in the city but also one of

development of particular places in the city of Liège,

the most endangered. Made by famous architects in Liège

through the study of the sports complex of the Episcopal

and after being the subject of debates, this area is going to

Seminary, to rethink the relationship with the Meuse river

change radically. Indeed, a new construction project that

that crosses the whole city.

includes the demolition of the building and some trees will

ANNA PAPAGEORGIOU | apapageorgiou18@hotmail.com
WHEN LIFE PROVES ARCHITECTURE WRONG
REREADING REFUGEE HOUSING IN ATHENS
This project concerns the refugee buildings on Alexandra’s
Avenue in Athens. The eight apartment blocks were initially
built in order to house some of the numerous refugee families
of Asia Minor, Greeks who were forced to leave their homes

begin soon. This project is attributed to « Thomas & Piron

in Turkey after the war between the two countries ended in

» promotors.

1922. They are also one of the first samples of the Modernist
movement in Greece and one of the first social housing
projects in the country. Today the refugee buildings provide
shelter to many refugees and immigrants from all over the
world, as well as to some families of the first people who owned
the apartments. Unfortunately, they currently are in a bad
condition due to the State’s neglect. Moreover, the refugee
buildings are a notable example of vernacular architecture,
since during their existence, they suffered many alterations
from the residents, reflecting each user’s needs. These changes
play a significant role in the design proposal since on the basis
of their analysis, they helped me define the problems the
site faces today and made it possible to proceed in finding a
solution. The concept and vision for this project is to reintegrate
the buildings into the city’s urban fabric while respecting their
history and their architectural and social significance for
the city. This could be succeeded by transforming one of the
buildings into an integration centre for newly arrived refugees
and immigrants and the rest them into a vibrant housing area
by combining various housing typologies and different levels
of privacy.
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DIANA MARCELA MOSQUERA MORENO | dianammosqueram@gmail.com

GHAITH ALRAHWANJI | gaithrahwa@gmail.com

MODERN BATTLES: ADAPTIVE REUSE OF AL SAWABER
COMPLEX.

MUSEUM OF THE SYRIAN CIVIL WAR:
AN ONGOING STORY”

The disappearance of heritage buildings and the drastic
transformation of the urban landscape is a reality that must be

On the lands of the oldest inhabited capital in the

addressed in Kuwait. The strategies of adaptive reuse have not been

world. There happened to become a trauma. A

part of the discussions limiting the possibilities to the destruction

human crisis. A sad story that continued to reach

of the sites. This approach denies the importance of modern

the world’s first topic. A civilization that goes back

architecture in Kuwait on transferring the cultural identity of the

roughly to 700,000 years. An eye-witness for most of

post oil society. There is a strong tension between the economic

the civilizations that existed on our planet. People

development of the city and the social forces demanding a dynamic

with hundreds of origins, religions with all their

process of modernization. Thus, proposing new functions and

prophets, architecture with most of its layers, they

reforming this heritage is imminent in order to preserve it.

all have happened to be on those priceless lands.
A sad ongoing story that asks us to give it some, or

In addressing the matter of how to deal with Modern architecture

even more, of our skills and talents, to look at it from

heritage, this thesis considers a comprehensive review of the

another perspective, if not to help and rebuild a de-

historical urban planning process, the introduction of collective

stroyed house, then maybe to spread a word, a mes-

housing models, the transformation of these models in response

sage, a message of war. A message of attention and

to the economic pressures for redevelopment. In addition, the

consideration. As a survivor and a designer, this idea

comparative analysis of exemplary adaptive reuse case studies raises

did not hesitate for a minute to cross and control my

pertinent solutions to tackle the project’s intervention.

mind, to design a museum in the capital of Syria, in
Damascus, that showcases the impacts of the heavy

The modern housing project of Al Sawaber have been the pretext

war in my hometown through a creative interven-

to explore the concepts of urban regeneration and adaptive reuse

tion that would, not fulfil a need of the culture but

strategies applied to modern architecture heritage. These findings

in fact reflect their emotions and pains and would

and recommendations demonstrates the potential of the architecture

express them. An authentic program, for authentic

on preserving the history of a place but most importantly the ability

people, in an authentic building was a very eager

of the urban landscape on restoring the genius of the city.

approach I stood for from the beginning. A story
telling of an ongoing story. The goal from it is only to

The project reflects about the built environment of Kuwait and
elaborates specifically on the modernistic approach of housing in
the 1970s. The research provides significant material on the matter
of Modern architecture and possible strategies to deal with the
urban landscape in relation to the public spaces, the introduction
of a variety of programs and functions and the adaptation of new
housing typologies. The public domain become the center of the
project facilitating interaction and integration of a society heavily
fragmented.

effective tool to restore the landscape of the city
that has suffered many transformations and
continue to be manipulated. It is evident that
the city of Kuwait devoted most of its resources
to the development of highway investments and
the construction of the suburbs but too little to
open and public space investments. One must
acknowledge the presence of large green areas and
enhance its value. This master project demonstrate
the relevance of the landscape and the public space

It gives rise to the idea of implementing urban strategies of
regeneration such as the Urban Park. This concept has been an
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on reconnecting the fragmented urban history of

showcase impacts of an ongoing tragedy, the Syrian
civil war, within certain scenography that provides
a certain spatial and atmospheric quality, taking
benefit from a quality that already exists in its site,
Khan Asa’ad Pasha, in the following picture. An ideal
Ottoman-Damascene architecture in the heart of
Damascus. Each of the following sketches resemble
a particular impact from the war. Sky hole resembles
the destruction resulted from the massive bombings
in the war, while Tomb maze resembles the collective
burials of the martyrs from the war.

Kuwait.
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MATTHEW MOSKAL| matthewchristianmoskal@gmail.com
THE VIEWER’S EXPERIENCE: A PERSONAL
INVESTIGATION OF THE CINQUANTENAIRE
MUSEUM
The purpose of the narrative, when dealing with museum typology, is witnessed in a physical dialogue that
tests the limits of exhibition design. The next step is to
then apply this knowledge to the context of adaptive
reuse. To relate the experience of the viewer with the
scenography of the space, where the formulation of
a clear position gets translated into architecture. So,
how can these qualities be articulated in the exhibition to create a sense of place? A question that aims at
the core issue within the Art and History Museum in
Brussels, Belgium. It is quite obvious from the numerous investigations undergone that the museum lacks

unique form of inspiration: the sculptural appeal of

soft to hard, ground to stone. Four columns align the en-

a sense of place. Hence, the museum is examined as a

Greek and Roman objects in the Pavilion of Antiquity,

trance. A door. This door: old, tall, made of solid wood

whole, and is broken down into a design strategy to es-

the compelling void of the Narthex, and the tranquil-

panels. I see one friend, ahead, engaged in something.

tablish a strong narrative of the museum experience: a

ity of the Cloister. The process of interaction and its

His body leaning, forming a posture, concentrated. I ap-

concept which is driven by the interaction between the

potential of an emotional response – the ability to be

proach him closer and then closer again. At this point, I

viewer and the exhibition. The complexity seen in the

moved – is influenced by the dialogue between people

don’t recognize the surrounding of the park. I am totally

plan of the museum, is important to the identity of its

and things. With that said, how can the architecture

focused on this. He leaves. I stand here wondering what

character. Therefore, the approach of the narrative is

be interwoven into the experience of the room? As

is behind the door, inside, it is locked. I notice a small

viewed as a fragmentation of experiences: a shift in time

a result of continuing the process of the narrative, a

puncture in the wooden surface – a keyhole. A hole

(literally and metaphorically) and space (the diverse

series of interventions will be explored with the intent

that is a portal, which separates the interior from the

architectural history of the interior). To this day, many

of linking the thesis to the design of the exhibition.

exterior. The only form of communication between the

of the rooms contain unique architectural qualities, but

This strategy will then become more explicit as each

two settings is through this small opening. What hides

do not partake in the experience of the current exhibi-

intervention begins to develop, assuming the impor-

behind the wall? An image. A profound message. An art

tion. In order to communicate this position and explore

tant role of its representation.

in the form of a sculpture, of white marble. It is complex.
Images of men and women, their bodies grasping each

its potential, the project is looked at through the
perspective of three rooms (fragments) of the museum:

Poetry of the “Temple of Human Passions”

other. Pulling, touching, hurting. Some laugh while

the Pavilion of Antiquity, the Narthex, and the Cloister.

“There is a temple – far in the distance. The interior

others scream. The shadows give depth and emphasis

Each room is carefully chosen from their diverse quality

sleeps inside, hidden from the eyes of those who pass

to the texture of the piece: produced by a soft hint of light

of atmosphere and location relevant to the extension of

by. I am joined by four colleagues. Friends from the

passing from above. A bench is visible in this portrait

the site. They are seen as subjective to the experience

past. Walking. Traveling. The sky is dark – wet, a little

of an interior. It adds to the emptiness of the room.

of the museum as a whole – due to the immensity of

rain has fallen. February. I feel small against the trees

The perspective, from the outside, of the room feels

the complex – with an attention to the heritage as well

hanging over the pathway. Their branches hard, stiff,

cold. There is a small puddle on the stone tiles, which

as the collection held within the space. In addition,

naked in the cold. A chill flows in the air. The sounds

makes the scene feel even more isolated. Abandoned. A

the selection of these rooms are highly measured in

of the park: chatter from a nearby crowd, wind racing,

room locked for decades, but feels much longer. 1897.

the meaning of a different type of experience between

footsteps on the damp ground, occasional dog running

Controversial. A sculpture of intense emotion, intimacy,

the viewer and the: object, function, and the space in

to curiosity. The softness of grass. A jogger runs past me.

and morality. The expression of a narrative in the wall.

which it inhabits. Referring to the documentation

I’m in front of the temple - the monument - small, but

What a pleasure it is to witness this piece of art.”

of graphic booklets, each room is divided by its own

prominent. Steps made of stone, they lead me forward. I
am now taken in. The instant change of material, from
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THE TRANSFORMATION!

the main reasons why the vernacular houses have so many
different forms beside the inter-relationship between built

It is fundamental, to remember the past and understand

environment and nature.

the modes of culture, to consider the present. It is impera-

In the master’s project, I selected the site in Addis Ababa,

tive to analyze social integration in order to transform the

Ethiopia. It is located in the old part of the city, and lo-

traditional way of life. In the process of transformation,

cally known as ‘Arada Piazza, Seratenga Sefer’. The city is

it is good to take into consideration, keeping useful tradi-

growing fast in its peripheral areas, but the inner parts still

tional values and adopting them without having a conflict

shows deteriorated housing and infrastructure facilities.

between innovation and tradition. Analyzing the historical

Arada Piazza grew in an unplanned, and loosely structure

background of a society, the way of life, and its social in-

that bears many physical, social and cultural prob-

tegration are key aspects of adaptation and preservation.

lems. Many of the buildings are informally constructed

These aspects can help an architect to offer an improved

beside the historical ones. As the number of the families

housing typology and in the other hand, minimizes the

increases, they demand more space for bed and living.

existing social integration and socioeconomic distur-

This resulted in overcrowded informal settlement and

bance. Knowing the local tangible and intangible tradi-

unplanned city shaping. Most of the housings are in very

tions and natural resources, also can help to understand

bad conditions and under required standard. I proposed to

better the spirit through which innovation can come.

intervein in a very sensitive manner without touching the

In the master’s thesis, I examine the Ethiopian rural ver-

historical patterns, by using locally available construction

nacular housing typologies. And to what extent they have

materials and local craftsmanship skill. The participation

influenced the transformation process in Addis Ababa’s ar-

of local craftsmen is an alternative way to maintain the

chitecture. For instance; one of the main Ethiopian rural

continuity of the local builders. On the other hand, it is

vernacular housing components was the veranda. It was

one way to transform the vernacular housing typologies

adapted to early Addis Ababa’s housing typology. Mostly

and to preserve a construction techniques applied.

it was used for socializing. Social and cultural contexts are

ADAPTIVE-REUSE OF OKELLE MONFRATO IN
ALEXANDRIA OF EGYPT
Alexandria of Egypt had many historical events
which effect on the city’s architecture and urban
fabric, it can be more recognizable in Al-Manshiah
district that can be the city center of Alexandria.
In that spot, there are many different urban fabrics
and architecture styles like rectangular and Grid
streets in “European quarter” that called Mohamed
Ali Square nowadays, and the Islamic and Arabic
standard layout which in “Turkish town” that called
Al-Gomrok district and France streets now.
By the time and by the culture changing, the buildings typology had influenced from the existing
culture which can be presented in primitive interventions and new uses for these building, and one
of these typology is “Okelle” and it can be defined as
a building with commercial activity in ground floor
with an arcades and dwellings for the traders on the
upper floors, this typology can be comparable with
“19th passages”. So the commercial activities in these
parts of the city can make many common elements
between the different buildings’ typology which can
be defined in term of “Public interior spaces” which
spaces inside the buildings but it can be opened and
used from the public.
Okelle Monfrato one of the most valuable buildings
because of the architectural and cultural aspects of
the building, but the intervention effect on the inner
arcade which be separated from the urban fabric,
So in my project I proposed to integrated the urban
layout from the Arabic part ”Turkish town” to increase the accessibility to the building especially on
the ground floor, also to make a continuity from the
Turkish town fabric to the European quarter which
can increase the quality of public interior space in
this building.
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REVITALISING THE HEARTBEAT OF SALT RIVER

ROSEWATER CENTER IN AL YASIN HOUSE – KASHAN

Introduction
Cape Town, in the Western Cape Province, commonly known as the Mother City in South Africa, is the oldest city. It’s also
the city that houses our Parliament, making it South Africa’s legislative capital. Cape Town boast and extensive harbour,
the biggest floral variety, Cape Agulhas, the southernmost point and the majestic Table Mountain. 2014 Cape Town was
awarded the Design Capital of the World and often referred to as one of the world’s multicultural cities. Approximately
64% of the Western Cape’s Province reside in Cape Town. It is also the most visited province in South Africa by local and
International guests

This paper is situated within the field of adaptive reuse. It elaborates on how an old ritual ceremony named Rose Water
Extraction (RWE) ceremony, which eventually leads to production of Rose Water (GOLAB in Persian) can affect its place of
origin, city of Kashan, and traditional architecture as well as its inhabitants. It is shown how a mixture of religious beliefs
together with the natural properties of a city has led to a poetic architectural design of houses.
Kashan has a spectacular traditional architecture style with different type of buildings like houses, mosques, bathhouses,
Bazars etc. There are some 40 of mentioned houses, which has been conserved until today. This thesis is a starting step for a
comprehensive program on how these houses can be adaptively reused, not only without losing their cultural and historical
values but also to reinforce these aspects for future generations.

History of Salt River
This is a charming Suburb that was once the Industrial epicentre of Cape Town, thanks to its close proximity to the heart
of the City. Salt River lies approximately 4 kilometres east of Cape Town. Over the decades, it has gone through highs and
lows, which have left it with plenty of character and a story to tell. The Apartheid Regime left its mark on the Country, and
areas like Salt River are integral to keeping the lessons learnt, alive in the minds and hearts of fellow South Africans. Today,
the Western Cape suburb of Salt River is occupied mainly by Coloured folk with Cape Malay roots. It is brimming with
schools, shops, businesses, and homes; and has a tangible vibe as locals and visitors bustle on the Streets and go about their
daily routines. This multifaceted area truly gives visitors a taste of the people of the Mother City; ranging from hospitality,
culture and way of life. It is situated close to Table Bay. Other nearby suburbs include Woodstock, Observatory and the City
Bowl.

To achieve this goal three different fields have been surveyed through internet searches, library studies and site visits. These
fields are the roots of Mohammadi rose flower cultural and religious position, the architecture of historical and famous
houses in Kashan and two similar case studies from City of London and Hasselt city, which share some commonalities with
the thesis objectives.
Among the many historical buildings of Kashan surveyed, the Al Yasin house was selected as the core concentration due to
its unique and astonishing design. However, currently it is only preserved as empty museum.
Based on the studies, it is concluded that this house enjoys a wonderful mixture of atmosphere, design and moral values.
In order to convey these feelings to a new visitor, it is recommended that a mixture of human sensory system becomes the
basis of the adaptive redesign of the building. A combination of Visual, Hearing, Olfaction, gustatory and tactile perceptions
is employed to engage all the human senses in order to achieve the full perceptions of the house history.
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PAINFUL TRACES OF A WATCHTOWER
SUBTITLE: REORIENTING A PANOPTIC IMAGE

THE STOUDIOS MONASTERY AS A STUDY SPACE

This thesis is based on the challenge of using Adaptive

in order to catch a glimpse of what the building has to say

The Studios Monastery in Yedikule is the oldest church

maintained the street life of İstanbul. Exploring the site by

Reuse to handle buildings with historic importance. Heri-

about its history. The research was based on this informa-

extant in Istanbul. The monastery which was constructed

the inhabitants and becoming an extension of the lively

tage buildings have a great importance in a city and how

tion to later develop a plan of action.

in the 5th century. Under the Ottoman rule, the church

street is the main purpose of the intervention. Specifically,

was converted into a mosque and used by the Muslim

whether the confrontation of the old and the new layer

people see perceive it. Many times, the spirit of this places is
characterized by the events which they have been through.

The challenging part of it is dealing with the negative

population until the early 20th century. The site was

would contribute these purposes will be investigated.

These events can be joyful, but they can also be painful in

contingency created by a long history of pain, suffering and

completely abandoned in 1920. The mosque became a

İstanbul has a quite large student population and providing

other cases.

incarceration. So as an objective I propose a reuse of the

museum in 1946 and everything on the site has left to be

study space is a necessity for the city. To use historical

building to create a more inclusive space for the commu-

erased by the nature of the city.

sites and buildings to provide more study space is also

nity.

To recover the site, it is necessary to understand the

an opportunity to activate those desolate points without

physical reasons behind its desolateness as well as the

loading a heavy programme. Besides, it is a strong

Based on a historic and urban research, the thesis approaches important topics which call for action, in a way in
which the building can maintain its relevance while also act

This thesis is also a stance against some of the protection

demographical changes. To rebuild the interior-exterior

connection with the past life of the site in both Byzantine

in a positive way to the community.

and conservation parameters. Some laws must be revised

relationship of this site, which is now completely closed to

and Ottoman periods.

depending on the situation of each building, and the good

the city, it will be useful to examine the relations of the past

Being an enclosed environment, the building has a different

of the area, and not only with the objective of creating a

three phases.

way to tell its past. Resources such as drawings, photo-

touristic user base.

The relationship between internal and external forms the
essence of architectural experience. In the case of adaptive

graphs, anecdotes and news articles, were fundamental

reuse, the interior-exterior relationship of the existing
structure affects the design decisions. It is a challenge for
the designer to establish this relationship in an existing
structure, however, it may bring the spatial enrichment in
contrast to canonical spaces arising from the relationship
between the interior exterior.
The Stoudios Monastery has the potential to investigate
the interior-exterior relationship due to its past usages
in various periods. This relationship had been changed
according to function until it was enclosed as a museum.
The neighborhood, where the monastery is located, has
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MASTERPROJECT INTERNATIONAL MASTER OF ADAPTIVE REUSE

ISSA KHOURY | issakhoury93@hotmail.com

ANJEZA HYSENAJ | anjeza.hysenaj@student.uhasselt.be

INVADING THE INVISIBLE LINE - AMMAN’S NYMPHAEUM

THE PYRAMID OF TIRANA, ALBANIA

The main idea of the project is to create a
space that encourages the two social classes
of Amman to interact and get together. After
studying the division of the city and its lack
of green public spaces, I chose a 2000-year-

The project consists of the adaptive reuse of the Enver

In order to make a significant impact in the building, an

Hoxha museum, best known as The Pyramid due to its

intervention strategy is adopted with six tactics namely

particular shape. This communist building with a strong

planes, light, surface, object, openings and movement. The

monumental and historical legacy is part of a 21-st century,

aim of this intervention is the returning of the building

utterly different socio-cultural and urban city.

and its surroundings to the public by transforming it into
a socially attractive site and to reintegrate it into the city’s

old Roman Nymphaeum as my site for its

urban fabric and landscape.

The building is located in the historical centre of the

central location in Downtown Amman and

capital within the extended government-protected area

its historical importance. After many years of
decaying and robberies, the site itself was left
in such a poor condition. Even after the recent
restoration in 2015, the nymphaeum still felt
out of context within the clustered dense area
surrounding it, with a heavy traffic flow in the
surrounding streets. Making the nymphaeum
unnoticeable, foreign from its neighbors with

and directly connected to the main boulevard, close to two

The proposed programme can be divided in two main

of the capital’s main squares and surrounded by dwelling

points:

quarters. The central location of the site, the unwelcoming

- Exploit design in order to improve the social-attractive-

monumental feeling it outers, along with its large plot and

ness of the building itself and reintegrate it in the city’s

the fact that it sits totally out of any use has turned this part

urban fabric.

of the city into a “comatose” area, with very little feeling of a

- To introduce an array of socially-activating functions

capital life vibrations.

which would immediately and favourably affect the site’s
social appeal, such as recreational/leisure, socialising,

an undefined function.

cultural and socially gathering functions

My aim is to create an awareness to forgotten
ruin (Nymphaeum of Amman) while using its

Without a doubt a landmark for the capital, this building

courtyard that was created by the surround-

represents the stirred-up past of the city and intertwined

ing buildings as a green gathering spaces and

in its many architectural layers it expects, with its ability to

the front space as a cafe/bar while using the

survive, a brighter future along with it.

ruin itself as an extension to the bridge that is
connecting the site with the nearby farmers'
market on the opposite side of the street.
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MASTER ESSAYS

MASTER ESSAYS
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MASTER ESSAYS

MASTER ESSAYS
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MASTER JURY

MASTER JURY

3.

1.

2.

1. Jury Elisa Bammens
2. Jury Marie Venderickx
3.Jury Shana Baptist
4 & 5. Jury Kaat Bloemen
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4.

5.
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MASTER JURY

MASTER JURY

1. Bezoek uit Hong Kong
2. Jury Eva Neijens
3. Jurry Yüsra Turkmen
4. Jury Kristien Ketelslegers

1.

3.

4.
2.
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MASTERPROJECT ERASMUS

MASTERPROJECT ERASMUS

UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN

HONG KONG DESIGN INSTITUTE

Alessandra Sprengers

Elisa Bammens
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MASTERPROJECT ERASMUS

MASTERPROJECT ERASMUS

UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN

ESCOLA SUPERIOR DE ARTES E DESIGN IN MATOSINHOS, PORTO

Kaat Bloemen

Laurine Borgers
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MASTERPROJECT ERASMUS

MASTERPROJECT ERASMUS

POLITECHNIKA GDANSKA

POLITECHNIKA GDANSKA

Sofie Van Esser

Ine Swennen
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MASTERPROJECT ERASMUS

CAPE PENINSULA UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
Camille Brillouet
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VOORWOORD

VOORWOORD - prof. STEFAN DEVOLDERE
Decaan Faculteit Architectuur en Kunst, UHasselt

Het motto van onze faculteit, ‘Design for life’,
onderschrijft ten volle de maatschappelijke ambitie van
de Universiteit Hasselt om zich als een Civic University
te ontwikkelen. Als faculteit willen we onderdeel zijn van
de gemeenschap. Bouwen en ontwerpen doen we voor en
met mensen. Communicatie en participatie zijn daarbij
cruciaal, maar ook beleving en gebruik zijn geen loze
woorden. En om dat alles mogelijk te maken is creativiteit
noodzakelijk, heel veel creativiteit. Tegelijkertijd blijft
ons vak evenzeer een ‘métier’. Er is vakkennis nodig om
te bouwen en te verbouwen. Materialen en technieken
veranderen voortdurend, zeker met de uitdagingen van
vandaag.

Het ontwerpend onderzoek en het onderzoekend
denken, wint daarbij steeds meer aan belang. Vanuit
de onderzoeksgroep ArcK wordt het onderzoek voor
de opleidingen architectuur en interieurarchitectuur
gevoed en aangestuurd. Er wordt gefocust op
ruimtelijk en op sociaal-cultureel-maatschappelijk
architectuuronderzoek. Een 60-tal onderzoekers, een
30-tal doctoraatsprojecten en een aantal welomschreven
onderzoeks- en dienstverleningsprojecten geven dat
onderzoek betekenis. In samenwerking met externe
partners zoals onder meer de Vlaams Bouwmeester, de
Vlaamse en Provinciale overheden, en met diverse steden
en gemeenten zijn onderzoeksprojecten opgezet.

In onze opleiding zetten we in op duurzame oplossingen
met een maatschappelijke inbedding. In de eerste
plaats sleutelen we mee aan het lokale woonweefsel,
steeds gekoppeld aan lokale beleidsniveau’s en lopend
onderzoek: de ontwikkeling van de Maasvalei in
samenwerking met de POM, het ontwerpend onderzoek
rond de Noord-Zuid-verbinding en de mogelijkheden van
het Fruitspoor als drager van publieke betekenis. Onze
internationale master interieurarchitectuur Adaptive
Re-use gaat verder in op het belang van het duurzaam
omgaan met het bestaande. We werken daarbij niet
alleen lokaal, ook internationaal zijn onze studenten en
docenten actief.

Bij de start van dit academiejaar heb ik de leiding van
deze prachtige faculteit mogen overnemen van Rob
Cuyvers. Een zware, maar ook bijzonder dankbare taak.
Rob heeft de laatste vijf jaar sterk aan deze faculteit
gebouwd. Met de huidige collega’s, zowel academici als
actieve ontwerpers, architecten en interieurarchitecten,
en het degelijk onderwijs- en onderzoeksprogramma zijn
we meer dan klaar om de uitgesproken ambities waar
te maken. Overgoten met een sterke saus onderzoek
en een directe input van het werkveld is de opleiding
uitgegroeid tot een sterke speler in Vlaanderen. De
vruchtbare voedingsbodem van al deze ambities ligt in het
studentenwerk dat in deze publicatie wordt gepresenteerd.

Ons postgraduaat Building Beyond Borders heeft zijn
eerste jaargang succesvol afgesloten; een twintigtal
studenten hebben met duurzame bouwmaterialen
en -technieken gewerkt aan de realisatie van een
vrouwenhuis in Marokko. Onze masterstudenten waren
afgelopen academiejaar actief in Vietnam en Tanzania,
en veel studenten trekken naar het buitenland voor een
uitwisseling in studieprogramma’s of voor internationale
stages. Die internationale ambities zijn ook zichtbaar
in huis. Steeds meer internationale professoren en
onderzoekers vinden een plek in onze faculteit.
Bij dit alles staan de studenten centraal. Zorgen dat zij
zich ten volle kunnen ontplooien en een eigen plek
vinden, dat is onze uitdaging. Daarom krijgen ze de
kans om een eigen traject te ontwikkelen, lokaal of
internationaal, zowel in interieurarchitectuur als in
architectuur. De ontwerpstudio is en blijft hiervoor de
centrale plek. Daar werkt de student aan zijn ontwerp- en
onderzoekscompetenties onder intensieve begeleiding.
De docenten hebben er een sterke expertise op Vlaams
en internationaal niveau. De studio’s vormen de basis
en de kracht van onze opleiding, de plek waar theorie,
onderzoek en praktijk elkaar ontmoeten en versterken.
2
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PREFACE

PREFACE - prof. STEFAN DEVOLDERE
Dean, faculty of Architecture and Arts, Hasselt University

-

The motto of our faculty, "Design for Life,"
perfectly fits within Hasselt University's societal ambition
to develop as a Civic University. As a faculty, we want to
be part of the community. We build and design for and
with people. Communication and participation, but also
experience and application, are essential in this process.
To achieve all of these goals, we need creativity, lots of
creativity. At the same time, our field remains a 'métier';
Know-how is necessary to build and re-build. Materials
and techniques continuously change, especially given
today's challenges.

Research by design and investigative thinking
are more important than ever. Research within the
Architecture and Interior Architecture programme is
coordinated and guided by research group ArcK. ArcK
focuses on spatial and societally relevant architectural
research. Approximately 60 researchers, over 30 PhD
projects, and many well-defined research- and service
projects give meaning to this research. Projects are
developed in cooperation with external partners, such as
the 'Vlaams Bouwmeester', the Flemish Government and
the Provinces, and several cities and communities.

In our educational programme, we focus on
socially-embedded, sustainable solutions. Firstly, we work
with the local urban fabric, in constant interaction with
local policy levels and ongoing research: the development
of the valley of the river Meuse in collaboration with the
POM, research by design on the North-South connection,
and the 'Fruitspoor' as a carrier of social meaning. In its
focus, our International Master of Interior Architecture
Adaptive Reuse elaborates on the importance of the
sustainable use of that which already exists. We do not
only work on these projects on a local scale; our students
and lecturers are also active internationally.

At the start of this academic year, I had the
honour of taking over the lead of this wonderful faculty
from Rob Cuyvers. A challenging, but also an incredibly
rewarding task. During the past five years, Rob has put
a lot of work into this faculty. With our colleagues, both
academics and active designers, architects and interior
architects, and the excellent educational and research
programme, we are ready to realize our ambitions. Due
to our efforts in research and direct input from the work
field, the faculty has become a strong player in Flanders.
The fertile breeding ground for these ambitions lies in the
students' work presented in this publication.

Our post-graduate programme, Building
Beyond Borders, concluded its first year successfully.
About twenty students worked with sustainable building
materials and techniques to develop a women's house in
Morocco. Last year, our master's students were active in
Vietnam and Tanzania, and many students go abroad for
exchange programmes and international internships.
These global ambitions are also visible within the borders
of our institution; an increasing number of international
professors and researchers enrich our faculty.
In all of these ambitions, the students play a
central role. We aim to make sure that they can develop
their full potential and find a place of their own. To
achieve this, students get the chance to create their
personalized trajectory, locally or internationally, in
interior architecture as well as in architecture. The design
studio remains the central place where students develop
their design- and research skills under intensive guidance.
The lecturers have extensive expertise on a Flemish and
international level. The studio forms the foundation and
the strength of our educational programme; it is a place
where theory, research and practice meet and reinforce
each other.

4
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INTERIEURARCHITECTUUR
De essentie van het huis ....

KRIS PINT

‘De essentie van het huis als architectuur
is de binnenruimte’. Deze uitspraak van de Noorse
architectuurtheoreticus Christian Norberg-Schulz
heeft nog steeds niet aan belang ingeboet. Het is de
taak van de interieurarchitect het verblijf in deze interieurs, van intieme woonruimtes tot publieke plekken, zo aangenaam en waardevol mogelijk te maken.
Dat is een uitdagende en complexe taak. In de
opleiding Interieurarchitectuur aan de Universiteit
Hasselt willen we studenten dan ook in een creatieve,
studentgerichte en genereuze omgeving opleiden tot
breed inzetbare interieurarchitecten.

In de studio Mens en cultuur krijgt de student via
psychologie, filosofie, sociologie, maar ook via de
geschiedenis van architectuur en kunst, een beter
inzicht in wat ons als mens kenmerkt.
In de studio Ontwerpen komen al deze
aspecten samen in concrete, steeds complexer
wordende ontwerpopdrachten, waarbij het mooie
verzoend wordt met het functionele, en waarbij de
gebruiker steeds centraal staat.
De opleiding profileert zich rond vier domeinen: Herbestemming, Retail design, Scenografie
en Wonen/meubel. In de master kunnen studenten
voor één van deze domeinen kiezen om zich als ontwerper te profileren vanuit hun eigen interesse.
Centraal staat de masterproef, die bestaat uit een
project waarbij de ontwerpkeuzes via onderzoek
worden onderbouwd. Het specifieke van een academische ontwerpopleiding is dat je hierbij zowel voor
klassieke als voor meer artistiek-ontwerpmatige
vormen van onderzoek kan kiezen.

Ons onderwijsprogramma biedt een brede
waaier aan kennis en vaardigheden waarover een
interieurarchitect moet beschikken. Een goede interieurarchitect moet niet alleen goed kunnen ontwerpen, maar ook kunnen onderzoeken, ondernemen en
communiceren. Al deze aspecten komen aan bod in
de vier studio’s waaruit ons onderwijsprogramma is
opgebouwd.
In de studio Beelding leert de student ruimtes visueel
voor te stellen, zowel 2D als 3D, zowel via de computer als met de hand. Ook de verbeeldingskracht en de
experimentele attitude die nodig is om de interieurs
van de toekomst nu al vorm te geven, worden in deze
studio gestimuleerd.
In de vakken van de studio Bouwkunde komen naast
constructie en techniek ook comfort en duurzaamheid aan bod. De interieurarchitect moet meester
zijn van het detail. Vandaar dat ook de fysische en
esthetische mogelijkheden van materialen worden
belicht.

6

Dit alles maakt de opleiding interieurarchitectuur tot een bijzonder divers en rijk studiedomein. De resultaten van onze studenten tijdens dit
academiejaar kan u in deze EXIT-brochure bewonderen.
Kris Pint namens het team van Interieurarchitectuur
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INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
The essence of the house...

KRIS PINT

‘The essence of the house as architecture
is the interior space’. This remark by the Norwegian
architectural theorist Christian Norberg-Schulz is
still relevant today. It is the task of an interior architect to make it as pleasant and valuable as possible
to dwell in these interiors, whether they are intimate
living spaces or public spaces. This is a challenging
and complex task. In the Interior Design programme
at Hasselt University we aim to educate students in
a creative, student-oriented, and generous environment and turn them into widely employable interior
architects.

of materials are studied.
In studio Humanities the student develops
a better insight in us, humans, through lectures on
psychology, philosophy, sociology, and the history of
architecture and arts.
In the Design studio all these aspects are brought
together in concrete and increasingly complex design
projects in which beauty and functionality are balanced, always in function of the end user.
Our educational programme is structured
around four key domains: reuse of buildings, retail
design, scenography, and furniture design/dwelling.
In the Master, students choose, in function of their
own interests, for one of these domains in which they
can profile themselves as designers. A central element in the Master programme is the Master’s test,
which consists of a project in which design choices
are underpinned by research. Specific to an academic design education is the choice option between
classic and more artistic forms of research.

Our educational programme offers all
knowledge and skills an interior designer needs to
possess. After all, a good interior architect is not only
a good designer, he/she is also an able researcher,
manager, and communicator. All of these aspects are
integrated in the four studios which are central to
our programme.
In the Envisioning Architecture studio,
students learn to visualize spaces, both 2D and 3D, by
computer and by hand. Imagination and an experimental attitude, necessary to design the interiors of
the future, are stimulated in this studio.
The courses of studio Building Construction focus on
construction and technique, as well as on comfort
and sustainability. An interior designer is a master of
detail. Hence, all physical and aesthetic possibilities

8

All of this renders the Interior Design programme a very diverse and rich study domain. The
results of the work of our students during this academic year can be admired in this EXIT-brochure.
Kris Pint
On behalf of the Interior Design team
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BACHELORPROJECTEN
1, 2 en 3 BAIAR
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BEGELEIDERS — LIEVE WERCKX, KATRIEN RAEDTS, WARD BERGEN EN GITTE HARZÉ
FOTO’S — GITTE HARZÉ

BEGELEIDERS — LIEVE WERCKX, KATRIEN RAEDTS, WARD BERGEN EN GITTE HARZÉ
FOTO’S — GITTE HARZÉ

1BAIAR

1BAIAR

1. Eline Daems, 1.4 Overgaan
2. Sorenza De Braeckeleer, 1.3 Observeren
3. Charline Reniers, 1.3 Observeren
4. Margaux-Vandereycken, 1.2 Baden

5. Axelle Stulens, 1.2 Baden
6. Caro Heremans, 1.2 Baden
7. Studies, 1.3 Observeren

2

5

1
6

Beschrijving werking 1BAIAR:
In 1 bachelor wordt de nadruk gelegd op ‘mens
en maat’. De student wordt geleerd zelf te bepalen hoeveel ruimte hij nodig heeft ifv het opgegeven programma van eisen. Alle aspecten van
het wonen komen aan bod, echter niet op de conventionele en vertrouwde manier. Op die manier
wordt de student verplicht het programma grondig te analyseren en vervolgens de ontwerpoplossingen op een kritische manier steeds in vraag te
stellen. Het resultaat is een rationeel opgebouwd,
vernieuwend ontwerp. Aan het einde van het
academiejaar wordt er een volledig woonprogramma geanalyseerd en vormgegeven.

4
4
7

3
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BEGELEIDERS —WERNER ALBERT, KAREN LENS, PETER FIRMAN, STAN JACOBS,
LIEVE WERCKX, REMCO ROES
FOTO’S — WERNER ALBERT EN REMCO ROES

BEGELEIDERS —WERNER ALBERT, KAREN LENS, PETER FIRMAN, STAN JACOBS,
LIEVE WERCKX, REMCO ROES
FOTO’S — WERNER ALBERT EN REMCO ROES

2BAIAR

2BAIAR

1. Nevin Kucuktopal, 2.1: ruimte door wegnemen
2. Tran Tri Tuyet Trinh, 2.1: ruimte door wegnemen
3. Kaat Bloemen, 2.2: 90° wonen

5. Lisa Vanceer , 2.2: 90° wonen
6. Sarah Simon, 2.1: ruimte door wegnemen
7. Claes Myrthe, 2.3: parasite
8. Sophia Simonis, 2.3: parasite

5

6

1

7

In de 2de bachelor werken we rond Wonen+. De
studenten onderzoeken verschillende complexere
woonprogramma’s in combinatie met andere
functies.
De oefeningen situeren zich meestal in bestaande
panden, we kiezen de typologieën zo divers mogelijk. De student leert zo omgaan met de mogelijkheden en beperkingen van bestaande constructies
en het inpassen van een opgelegd programma in
een bestaande context. De invalshoek kan ook een
constructiemethode of materiaal zijn.

3

We zetten vooral in op innovatief ontwerpen zowel
op het vlak van ruimtelijkheid, conceptvorming,
materiaalgebruik en detaillering.

2
8
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BEGELEIDERS — JO KLAPS & ROGER VERVOORT
FOTO’S — JO KLAPS & ROGER VERVOORT

BEGELEIDERS — JO KLAPS & ROGER VERVOORT
FOTO’S — JO KLAPS & ROGER VERVOORT

3BAIAR MODULE SCENOGRAFIE

3BAIAR MODULE SCENOGRAFIE

1. Nerea Pellegrini Casas 2. Lies Verheyden
3 Anne Vandecraen. 4. Jasper Goris
-

5. Anneleen Dekkers 6. Ella Mertens
7. Rani Paulussen, Kristien Ketelslegers, Steffi Pinxten, Annabelle Verlinden
-

2. Karl Bodmer & George Catlin

1. Anthony Froshaug

6. Eero Saarinen

5
5. Alan Kitching
In de module Scenografie krijgen de studenten een
onderwerp toegewezen. Liefst één waar ze nog niets
over weten. Dit scherpt niet alleen hun onderzoekszin
maar brengt hen ook op plaatsen waar ze nooit
eerder kwamen. Alle middelen zijn toegelaten om het
onderwerp te vertalen in een boeiende scenografie. Als
locatie kozen we dit jaar voor Kanal in Brussel.

3. Josef Albers

4. Miroslav Tichy

16

Omdat op papier alles mogelijk is, vragen we om in de
deelopdracht constructie scenografie een minitheater te bouwen en te belichten in een zelfgekozen
setting. Dit kan onder een brug, op het water of in een
vliegtuigloods.

7. Minitheater: ‘Dance Macabre’
17

BEGELEIDERS — GILBERTE CLAES & JOHAN LANGENDRIES
FOTO’S — JOHAN LANGENDRIES

BEGELEIDERS — GILBERTE CLAES & JOHAN LANGENDRIES
FOTO’S — JOHAN LANGENDRIES

3BAIAR MODULE MEUBEL & OBJECT

3BAIAR MEUBEL & OBJECT

1 & 2. Anne Vandecraen 3. Margot Lacroix
-

4, 5 & 6. Eline Lievens 7. Lies Verheyden 8. Bram Janssens
-

5
2
RECOR HOME daagt de studenten interieurarchitectuur
uit om met een creatieve blik na te denken over het
nieuwe wonen.De doelstelling hierbij is na een grondige
analyse van het marktveld, vernieuwende maakbare
productvoorstellen te presenteren die mogelijk door
RECOR HOME geproduceerd kunnen worden.
Hierbij is duurzaamheid en het belang van circulaire
economie essentieel.

1

4

De opdracht situeert zich zowel in RECOR HOME te
Hasselt als RECOR BEDDING te Genk.
Situering het nieuwe wonen
7

De opdracht bestaat uit 4 verschillende thema’s
waarbinnen de studenten een keuze maken. De thema’s
worden evenredig verdeeld over het aantal studenten.
1 Airbnb
Tthe sofa bed of tomorrow

6

2 Quality sleep
Gezonde nachtrust ism Recor Bedding
3 Smart living furniture
Compact and comfortable living / focus on smart storage
4 Work & life
Bridging a new work-life-balance

3

8
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BEGELEIDERS — MARIA LEUS & PHILIPPE SWARTENBROUX
FOTO’S — STUDENTEN

BEGELEIDERS — MARIA LEUS & PHILIPPE SWARTENBROUX
FOTO’S — STUDENTEN

3BAIAR MODULE HERBESTEMMING

3BAIAR MODULE HERBESTEMMING

1 + 7. Stef Verheyen, Mathijs Kockelkoren, Liam Guns en Herbert Conings
2. Lennert Haest, Yves Vanmontfort en Dries Thijs
3. Charlotte Ariën, Ella Mertens, Steffi Pinxten, Jorrit Wauters en Cho Ting Wong
-

4 -6. . Jasper Goris, Silke Kerkhofs, Lies Verheyden, Lien Akkermans, Bram Janssens en Samson Li
5. Eline Lievens, Jill Van Doninck, Shari Danckers, Jonathan Peeters, Lok Yiu Yo en Sarah Légère

5
1

2

7

6

De module Herbestemming focuste dit jaar op het
klooster van de Brigittijnen te Borgloon.

Ervan uitgaande dat de gebouwen leeg komen te staan en
een grote emotionele betekenis vertegenwoordigen, worden
de studenten uitgedaagd om een complex programma te
organiseren.
Zij dienen, met respect voor de geest van de ruime omgeving
en de bewoners een gepaste architectuur te ontwikkelen.

De site werd in groep onderzocht naar hun betekenis,
geschiedenis, stedenbouwkundige en morfologische
context. Na plaatselijke rondvragen en infoavond,
i.s.m. de stad Borgloon, onderzochten de studenten de
architectonische mogelijkheid het gebouw te bewaren en
een nieuwe bestemming te geven. Zorg-, co-housing (of een
combinatie), een nieuwe bib maar ook socio-economische
invullingen zijn bestudeerd

4
3
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BEGELEIDERS — KATELIJN QUARTIER, ELISA SERVAIS & PHILIPPE SWARTENBROUX
FOTO’S — KATELIJN QUARTIER

BEGELEIDERS — KATELIJN QUARTIER, ELISA SERVAIS & PHILIPPE SWARTENBROUX
FOTO’S — KATELIJN QUARTIER

3BAIAR MODULE RETAIL DESIGN

3BAIAR MODULE RETAIL DESIGN

1. Jana Smoey, Fteha Sh Naveed, Shayenna Melchers, Margot Lacroix
2. Detail
3 & 5. Shauni Adriaans, Nerea Pellegrini Casas, Silke Kerkhofs, Lien Akkermans

4. Anke Claes, Stef Verheyen, Anne Vandecraen, Anouk Heyligen
6. Bram Janssens, Lennert Haest, Michiel Lambrechts, Seppe Vanhoudt
-

1.

2.
4.
In de module retail design lag de focus op het leren van
de stiel. Om de studenten te laten nadenken over hoe
consumenten winkelen, bewegen en zich gedragen in een
ruimte, werd er gekozen voor een een vrij groot pand:
De Inno in Antwerpen.

3.

Dit historisch pand heeft vier bouwlagen wat meteen de
uitdaging voor de studenten vormde: een ‘goed’ grondplan
met een logische flow maken. De studenten waren deels
vrij om te kiezen welke producten ze verkochten. De basis
was het ontwerpen van een concept store met een maximum aandeel van 40% fashion. Na een onderzoeksfase
van 4 weken, waar ze hun concept scherp stelden en hun
producten leerden kennen, mochten ze in teams van 4 het
idee verder uitwerken tot een volwaardig winkelontwerp.
Bij deze opdracht ging specifiek de aandacht naar een
goede flow, een goede productindeling en een ruimtelijke
vertaling van voorgaande in een samenhangend en leesbaar ontwerp.

3.

6.

5.
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EXIT 19
Interieurarchitectuur

VARIA & STUDIEREIZEN
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BEGELEIDERS — GITTE HARZÉ, KATRIEN RAEDTS EN WARD BERGEN
FOTO’S —GITTE HARZÉ

BEGELEIDERS — GITTE HARZÉ, KATRIEN RAEDTS EN WARD BERGEN
FOTO’S — GITTE HARZÉ

STUDIEREIS 1BAIAR: MAASTRICHT

STUDIEREIS 1BAIAR: MAASTRICHT

1. Lumière Cinema, Maastricht
2 . Buitenplaats Kasteel Wijlre, Hedge House, Wiel Arets
3. Buitenplaats Kasteel Wijlre, Peter Struycken
-

4. Observatietoren Negenoord, De Gouden Lineaal architecten
5. Connectera
6. Abdij St. Benedictusberg, Dom Hans van der Laan
-

1

4

5

3
6

2
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BEGELEIDERS — WERNER ALBERT, STAN JACOBS, PETER FIRMAN, LIEVE WERCKX EN KAREN LENS
FOTO’S — PETER FIRMAN & STAN JACOBS

BEGELEIDERS — WERNER ALBERT, STAN JACOBS, PETER FIRMAN, LIEVE WERCKX EN KAREN LENS
FOTO’S — PETER FIRMAN & STAN JACOBS

STUDIEREIS 2BAIAR: WENEN

STUDIEREIS 2BAIAR: WENEN

1. Looshaus Michaelerplatz (1910)
2. American Bar, Adolf Loos (1908)
3. PaN Wohnpark, Werner Neuwirth, von Ballmoos Krucker Architekten, Sergison Bates architects (2013)
4. Wiener Secession
-

5 & 6. Judenplatz Holocaust Memorial , Rachel Whiteread (2000)
7. Leopold Museum Vienna 1900
8. Expo "where things live, the self-storage phenomenon" in MUSA (Museum Startgalerie Artothek)
9. Sargfabrik (1996-2000)
-

2
7

1
5

8

6
3

4
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BEGELEIDERS — JO KLAPS & ROGER VERVOORT
FOTO’S — JO KLAPS & ROGER VERVOORT

BEGELEIDERS — JO KLAPS & ROGER VERVOORT
FOTO’S — JO KLAPS & ROGER VERVOORT

STUDIEREIS 3BAIAR: KREFELD - DUSSELDORF - KOBLENZ - FRANKFURT

STUDIEREIS 3BAIAR: KREFELD - DUSSELDORF - KOBLENZ - FRANKFURT

1. Tiger & Turtle, Heike Mutter & Ulrich Genth (2011) 2. Lehmbruck-Museum Duisburg, Manfred Lehmbruck (1964)
3. Museum Küppersmühle für Moderne Kunst, Herzog & de Meuron (1999) 4. Expo Moderne am Main, 1919-1933 (1905)
-

5. Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck, Richard Meier (2007)
6. St. Paulus Kerk Weckhoven, Fritz Schaller (1960)
7. Autobahnkirche Siegerland, Schneider + Schumacher (2013)
-

5
2
1

6

3

4
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BEGELEIDERS — PETER FIRMAN, JO KLAPS, ROGER VERVOORT, SAIDJA HEYNICKX, LIEVE WERCKX,
GITTE HARZÉ, KATRIEN RAEDTS, REMCO ROES, STAN JACOBS
FOTO’S — LIESBETH DRIESSEN

BEGELEIDERS — PETER FIRMAN, JO KLAPS, ROGER VERVOORT, SAIDJA HEYNICKX, LIEVE WERCKX,
GITTE HARZÉ, KATRIEN RAEDTS, REMCO ROES, STAN JACOBS
FOTO’S — LIESBETH DRIESSEN

FACsTORIES

FACsTORIES
-

FACsTORIES
Gedurende één dag konden alle studenten
Interieur deelnemen aan diverse workshops
waarbij de nadruk lag op het creëren en
realiseren van ontwerpen.
's Avonds werden alle producten getoond in
een tentoonstelling met muziek van Sarah
Denuyter, Sanne Balendonck en The Rojo's.
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VARIA

VARIA

1. Bezoek aan PQ2019 in Praag 2. One Day Expo
3. Proefdagen 4. Taart van Anne Vandecraen voor de One Day Expo
-

5. Infodag 6 & 7. Retrovision vergadering
8. Uitstap Multiline Lummen
-

2
5

6

1

7
4

4

3
8
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ONDERZOEKSGROEP ARCK – HOE CIVIC KAN JE ZIJN?

RESEARCH GROUP ARCK – HOW CIVIC CAN YOU GET?

		
Onderzoeksgroep ArcK wordt in september van dit jaar 6. Toegegeven, in de praktijk zijn we al wat ouder, maar pas sinds academiejaar ‘13-‘14, bij de inauguratie van de nieuwe faculteit Architectuur en kunst, zijn we officieel een academische onderzoeksgroep. In die tijd is er heel
wat gebeurd: zo zijn 13 doctoraten verdedigd en zijn er 29 nieuwe opgestart. Er verschenen meer
dan 23 boeken van onze hand (waarvan een 10-tal bij internationale, academisch toonaangevende
uitgeverijen), zo’n 44 boekhoofdstukken en een kleine 400 tijdschriftartikels, onderzoeksrapporten en papers. We hebben onderzoeksmatige ondersteuning geboden aan regionale en nationale
overheden, steden & gemeenten, ontwerpbureaus en bedrijven via een 120-tal dienstverleneningsprojecten. En via meer dan 60 voorbeelden van zogeheten ‘artistieke of ontwerpmatige output’ – dit
zijn publieke events, tentoonstellingen, ontwerpen en artefacten die ontststaan zijn uit onderzoek
– hebben we ons ook duidelijk als onderzoekers binnen een creatieve discipline aan de wereld getoond.

		
Research group ArcK turns 6 in September of this year! Granted, in reality we are
a bit older, but officially we only became an academic research group in the academic year ‘13-‘14,
with the inauguration of the new faculty of Architecture and arts. A lot has happened since then.
For example, 13 doctoral projects have been defended and 29 new phd projects were initiated;
more than 23 books have been written (about 10 of these for international, academically renowned
publishers), about 44 book chapters and roughly 400 journal articles, research reports and papers.
We have also supported regional and national governments, cities and local communities, design
agencies and private companies with our expertise through some 120 contract-research projects.
And by over 60 cases of what is called ‘artistic or designerly output’ – these are public events, exhibitions, and designs or artefacts that result from research – we have also clearly shown ourselves to
the world as researchers within a creative discipline.
		
So, yes, we have been busy. Also this last year. But within the hustle and bustle of
		
projects, deadlines, conferences, publications and doctoral defences, we also made time for fundamental self-reflection. To ask ourselves: What should we do as researchers? The idea of UHasselt as
a ’civic university’ resonates perfectly with the DNA of our faculty, but what does that entail exactly
for us as a research group? Do we focus on the topics that nobody is thinking about (yet) or do we
have a duty to address the urgent questions of right now? Should we strive for fundamental impact
on the long term or go for research with immediately applicable results? Is it better to study locally
relevant topics or are academics not expected to investigate international, state-of-the-art issues?
Next to these types of questions, many other factors are relevant of course. There is the personal
interests and passion of the researcher, but also where one can find financial resources (to actually
conduct the research). There are demands of the professional field today, but also what we expect
our students will need in the future. There are individual ambitions and evaluations, but also engagements towards the group, the faculty, and the university…

Dus, ja, we zijn druk bezig geweest. Ook dit laatste jaar. Maar in de hectiek van projecten,
deadlines, congressen, publicaties en doctoraatsverdedigingen, hebben we de laatste maanden ook
tijd gemaakt voor fundamentele zelfreflectie. Waar moeten we als onderzoekers eigenlijk mee bezig
zijn? Het idee van UHasselt als ’civic university’ resoneert perfect met het DNA van onze faculteit,
maar wat betekent dat nu concreet voor ons als onderzoeksgroep? Richten we ons beter op de vragen die ons tegemoet zullen komen, maar waar op dit moment (nog) niemand mee bezig is, of is
het onze plicht om de meest dringende vragen van nú aan te pakken? Proberen we fundamentele
impact op de lange termijn na te streven of gaan we eerder voor onderzoek met direct toepasbare
resultaten? Onderzoeken we vooral lokaal relevante topics of wordt van academici net verwacht om
internationale, state-of-the-art issues te bestuderen? Naast dit soort vragen, spelen nog veel andere
factoren een rol natuurlijk. Er is de eigen interesse en passie van de onderzoeker, maar ook waar je
financiering voor kan vastkrijgen (om het onderzoek effectief te kunnen uitvoeren). Er is wat het
werkveld vandaag de dag nodig heeft, maar ook wat we verwachten dat onze studenten in de toekomst nodig zullen hebben. Er zijn individuele ambities en evaluaties, maar ook verantwoordelijkheden ten opzichte van de groep, de faculteit en de universiteit...
Het moge duidelijk zijn, bij de vraag naar hoe ‘civic’ je als universitaire onderzoeksgroep
kan of moet zijn, komen vele opportuniteiten en kansen maar ook beperkingen en risico’s naar
boven. Hier samen als groep over nadenken en discussiëren zullen we waarschijnlijk wel blijven
doen. Over sommige punten is er echter totaal geen discussie, die zijn al glashelder. Eén daarvan
is de ongelofelijke meerwaarde van de samenwerking van studenten en onderzoekers. Voor beide
partijen. De betrokkenheid van onderzoekers vanuit elk van de vijf onderzoekslijnen binnen ArcK
(Trace, Sustainability, Spatial Capacity Building, Frame en Designing for More) in bijvoorbeeld
de masterseminaries bij architectuur en interieurarchitectuur is daarvan een prachtig voorbeeld.
Door een semester lang intensief samen te werken, worden ontwerpuitdagingen aangepakt, rollen
verkend, kennis opgebouwd, vaardigheden verworven, en attitudes ontwikkeld. Studenten groeien,
maar onderzoekers evenzeer. En dat is goed, dat is mooi, en ja, voor ons is dit ook heel erg ‘civic’.
Daarom: bedankt aan alle collega’s en alle studenten voor het afgelopen jaar. En nu op naar jaar 7!

		
Clearly, when asking how ‘civic’ you can or should be as a university research group,
many opportunities and prospects arise, but also several limitations and risks. As a group, we will
probably continue reflecting and discussing about these issues. Some aspects, however, are already
crystal clear. One of these is the enormous added value of the collaboration between students and
researchers. For both parties. The involvement of researchers from each of the five research lines
within ArcK (Trace, Sustainability, Spatial Capacity Building, Frame and Designing for More) in, for
example, the master seminars in architecture and interior design is a wonderful example of this. By
collaborating intensively for a full semester, design challenges are tackled, roles are explored, knowledge is built, skills are acquired, and attitudes are developed. Students grow, but researchers just as
much. And that is good, that is nice, and yes, for us that is also very much ‘civic’.
Therefore: thank you to all our colleagues and students for this last year. And now, on to year 7!
Jan Vanrie

Jan Vanrie
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22 juni 2018
Proficiat Elke Rutten met de Wanatoe publieksprijs!
26 juni 2018
First BILA-PhD defence @ Fac ARK: Congratulations, dr. Rudolf Perold!
juli 2018
12 studenten op internationale stage, waarvan 4 in de Filipijnen met Bouworde en VLIR-UOS
20-27 augustus 2018
5th edition of the Summerschool Seamless Retail Design
20-24 augustus 2018
Participatory Design Conference
5 september 2018
Koen Van Cleempoel in de Universiteit van Vlaanderen: Was Leuven het Silicon Valley van de 16e Eeuw?
12 september 2018
Jo Berben en Griet Verbeeck geven les in Kaapstad, bij CPUT
12 september 2018
Live project ‘BE-WEGEN’ in Genk
17 september 2018
De academische opening @ facark met onze nieuwe decaan Stefan Devoldere
19 september 2018
Start postgraduaat Building Beyond Borders
21 september 2018
Doctoraatsverdediging Patrick Ceyssens ‘Van kijken naar beelddenken’

22 juni

26 juni

juli

12 september

20-27 augustus

19 september

17 september
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17 november

11 november

12 september

20-24 augustus

5 september

27 september 2018
Pensioenviering Marc Knapen
1 oktober 2018
Oswald Devisch in ‘Wat zegt de wetenschap’ van de Universiteit van Vlaanderen: “Is hoogbouw de oplossing voor het tekort aan open ruimte?”
4 oktober 2018
Drisag Design Award voor Maud Ordutowski. Proficiat!
18 oktober 2018
Internationale avond fac ARK
11 november 2018
Jo Klaps en Saidja Heynickx in Ecuador, bij UCuenca en Universidad de Azuay
17 november 2018
Yves Dupont wint de EAP! Proficiat!
20 november 2018
One day EXPO
4 december 2018
Ann Petermans op bezoek bij de Koning en de Koningin
6 december 2018
Doctoraatsverdediging Sarah Martens ‘What is public? An approach to stage a debate in a village as a spatial practitioner’
17 december 2018
Doctoraatsverdediging Elke Meex ‘Design support for material EIA of dwellings’
11 januari 2019
Presentatie studio fruitspoor voor de regio Tongeren, Borgloon, Sint-Truiden

21 september

1 oktober

4 oktober

6 december

17 december

18 oktober

20 november

4 december
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11 januari

18-22 februari 2019
Workshop Bao Loc met Oswald Devish, Maria Leus en studenten 1 Master architectuur in Vietnam, TDTU
18-22 februari 2019
Workshop Bagamoyo @ fac ARK with students of the international master IAR and 1 master AR
25 februari 2019
Doctoraatsverdediging Victoria Taranu ‘Mobilisation for energy renovation’
8 maart 2019
ARK onderzoeksdag: dragers voor onderzoek in de kunsten
14 maart 2019
Retail design lab @ CPUT in Cape Town, met Katelijn Quartier en 5 studenten IAR
15 maart 2019
Doctoraatsverdediging Griet Moors ‘Het kantelpunt als invalshoek’
16 maart 2019
Feestelijke opening van ‘de woonstraat’
18 maart - 10 mei 2019
Gastcolleges en research in Design for All door Jasmien Herssens & Ann Bosserez, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane
21 maart 2019
Studentenvereniging SOFA viert haar 40-jarig bestaan
25 maart 2019
Uitstroomavond: Diploma? Check! En dan….
2 april 2019
Proeftuin slotevent Mutatie+ ‘renovatie tot BEN-woning’

18-22 februari

14 maart

18-22 februari

15 maart

18 maart - 10 mei

5 mei

9 april

8 april - 21 mei

17 april

16 april

21 maart

21 juni

9 mei

11 mei - 4 augustus

2 april

16 maart

8 april - 21 mei 2019
Jasmien Herssens & Ann Bosserez voor DfA Week, expo “touch ABLE imageries”
9 april 2019
Ann Petermans Keynote speaker op het event ‘Living Forum’ in het DOX-congrescentrum in Praag
8-15 april 2019
Els Hannes en Rob Cuyvers geven les in Jordanië, bij AUM en GJU
16 april 2019
Multi comfort student contest Belgium, gewonnen door Jomme Claes en Brecht Sommen
17 april 2019
Jasper Van Der Linden & BBB students Auranne Leray & Biniam Hailu win the Terra Migaki design competition: congratulations!
5 mei 2019
FRAME exposeert in Bilbao!
5-15 mei 2019
Peggy Winkels, Elke Knapen en Bart Janssens op prospectiereis in Oeganda voor Building Beyond Borders
9 mei 2019
Debat met Griet Verbeeck over De Groene Toekomst
11 mei - 4 augustus 2019
Expo “vis ABILITIES”, QUT Art Museum, Brisbane
28 mei 2019
Dies Natalis met fac ARK eredoctor Patricia Moore
21 juni 2019
Exit/19-tentoonstelling in TOR park Waterschei

25 februari

25 maart
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8 - 15 april

5 - 15 mei
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